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CHA.PTER I 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS THESIS 
Introduction 
The writer of this thesis has realized for many years 
the need of a definite plan of dictionary study. In pre-
paring lesson-plans for classroom instruction, she has been 
handicapped by the lack of an available text on this subject 
Yet the dictionary is the basal text of all subjects, and 
pupils should be aware that it provides the tools for the 
mastery of the spoken and written word. This thesis, there-
fore, seems justified because it presents a workable plan 
for the instruction of pupils in accurate pronunciation and 
spelling. 
Type of Class and Community 
This thesis consists of five units and corresponding 
unit assignments which were planned to meet the needs of 
the ninth-grade commercial classes in a Grade A 1/ high 
school of Greater Boston. This high school is located in 
a residential community made up of middle-class Americans. 
There is a very small percentage of foreign families. The 
YA Grade A high school is one which conforms to · the 
standards set by the North Central Association. 
-1 ... 
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commercial class is a selected group in that only those \ 
pupils who have a B (80 - 90 per cent) average are encouraged 
to enroll. In the ninth-year class in this high school, 
there are three hundred fifty-two pupils. The seventy-nine 
pupils who entered the commercial course were divided into 
three sections. Their language difficulties are typical 
of ninth-year pupils of normal environment. 
Need of Dictionary Study 
At the beginning of the year, a dictionary test, based 
on the material included in the five units, was given to 
the three ninth-year commercial divisions. The results 
from the three divisions were very similar, · and so the 
writer has tabulated on the graph only one division con-
sisting of twenty-seven pupils. A study of the graph on 
page 4 ahows the apparent need for training in dictionary 
work. 
In the first section of the test, the pupils were to 
choose the correct meaning of ten commonly used words such 
as aggravate, apt, awful, nice, and quite. These twenty-
seven pupils made an average of six errors from a possible 
ten errors. The large number of errors in section four 
shows that they are woefully weak in syllabication, the 
knowledge of which is so necessary in all forma of writing. 
The results of sections five, six, and seven leave no ques-
tion about the pupils' weakness in the study of accents. 
Many pupils did not know how to make an accent mark. The 
greatest number of errors was made in section eight which 
pertains to diacritical marks. the one and only key that 
can be used in pronouncing all words by the use of the 
dictionary. The many errors made by this somewhat se-
lected group of pupils indicate. without any doubt, the 
necessity for more dictionary study in our English curricu-
lum. 
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The Un1 t As si gnmen t Method 
The writer learned of the Unit Assignment method 
through a very helpful and thought-provoking course taken 
at Boston University.!foutstanding advantages of this 
me t~od over traditional methods are: 
(1) The unit serves as a core which makes possible the cor-
relation of subjects and the integration and reintegration 
of pupil experiences as the study proceeds. 
(2) The subject matter is selected to fit the needs and 
abilities of the individual pupils rather than to force 
the pupils to conform, if possible, to the designated sub- . 
ject matter. 
(3) The psychological, rather than the logical, approach 
to the subject matter in all subjects is preferable. 
(4) The flexibility of the unit plan enables the more bril-
liant pupil to gain a mastery of those forms of knowledge 
and those skills that have either individual or social sig-
nificance. 
Terminology 
The terminology of this thesis is the writer's inter-
pretation or the terms used in the course, ~ ~ Assign-
1(Dr. Roy o. Billett, Unit Assi~ent in Secondary Educa-
. tion, School of Education, Bos on University, Boston, 
Mass. · 
~ in Secondary Education.l/ 
The unit states clearly and concisely "the concepts, 
attitudes, appreciations, knowledges, and skills to be ac-
quired by the pupils.n2/ It represents the definite and 
valid goal of the teacher. In attaining this goal, the 
teacher must establish a worthwhile relationship between 
the individual and the goal. 
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The delimitation is the analysis of the unit into defi-
nite and precise statements of subject matter which the 
pupils are expected to acquire through the planned activi-
ties. The material must be based on the interests and the 
abilities of the pupils. 
Probable incidental learning products are those atti-
tudes, appreciations, and knowledges which the teacher ex-
pects the pupil to acquire incidentally. 
The ~ assignment consists of many types of problems, 
interrogative in nature, and various activities, challenging 
in their approach, through which the pupil may be helped to 
gain the concepts and knowledges of the unit. The study-
guide sheets allow each pupil to proceed at his own rate of 
speed and give the teacher the necessary time to help those 
pupils who need further explanation. 
!/ Roy o. Billett op. cit. p.~ 
2/ R. o. Billett, Provisions for Individual Differenees,Mark-
ingU and Promotion Bulletin, 1932, No. 17, Monograph No. 
13 , ~ted States Department of the Interior, Office of 
Education. 
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Optional related activities are additional activities 
or experiences that will enable the pupil to gain a richer 
understanding of the unit. In discussion periods, he will 
be given a chance to share his findings with the group. Only 
those pupils who have completed the required words will 
undertake these activities. 
The maste!I test is based on the material in the de-
limitation of the unit. 
Methods Used .in Presenting the Unit 
Although this unit can be taught in twenty consecutive 
one-hour periods, approximately, it is preferable to arrange 
the English program so that one period each week will be de-
voted to it throughout the semester. 
Wbdchever time schedule is used, a few minutes of each 
period are needed for presenting the Word A Daz project 
which is explained in Unit II. 
The exercises in this un1 t, which are in the form of 
guide sheets to be placed in the hands of the pupils, are 
conducive to developing independent dictionary skill. The 
pupil is asked to write or classify groups of words that 
illustrate the diacritical marks or spelling rules that are 
being studied. He learns to sound the word accurately as he 
spells it correctly. His attention is centered on a certain 
"trouble spot" of the word. In this unit, many preliminary 
tests and self-tests are given. Recognition of progress is 
a powerful incentive to the pupil , and. is a guide to the 
teacher in directing the unit. The ideal function of this 
unit would be its use as a center of language work to which 
the alert pupil would constantly add new or confusing terms 
from all his subjects. As the stuQy of language must be 
continuous, he must refer to the . pronunciation and spelling 
exercises many times during the year to check his progress. 
The svmbols used in this unit of dictionary study are 
those found in Webs.te·r• s New [nterna tional Dictionary, pub-
lished by G. and c. Merriam Company. 
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Chapter II 
THE STUDY OF WORDS 
The Unit 
Knowing how to speak correctly is the first step to suc-
cess in business and social life. Unless this ability is at-
tained~ a person feels inferior~ self-conscious~ and uncertain. 
He is constantly being judged by his speech; therefore, he can 
not be indolent and indifferent about it. Words are his means 
of self-expression in communicating his ideas to his associates 
If he has an inadequate vocabulary and makes mistakes in spell-
ing and pronunciation, the attention of the reader or listener 
is distracted from the content of the message and the purpose 
of the communication is defeated. He must be made to realize 
that the improvement of his knowledge of the use, the spelling, 
and the pronunciation of words is a continuous process. This 
is a challenge that must be met in the school room. 
Delimitation of Unit I 
1. Synonyms are words having the same or nearly the 
same meaning; for example, habit, custom, fashion, 
and practice. 
2. Antonyms are words of opposite meaning; for example, 
sharp, dull; high~ low. 
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3. Synonyms and antonyms must be given in the .same parts 
of speech as the words for which they are substituted. 
A synonym for the verb, dwell, would not be the noun, 
residence, but the verb, reside. 
4. Homonyms are words which are pro~ounced the same but 
are different in spelling and in meaning; for example, 
hear, here; their, there. 
5. Heteronyma are words which are spelled the same but 
are different in sound and meaning. Mere change of 
accent does not constitute a heteronym. Example: 
~ (led) a metal; lead (lead) to conduct. 
6. Homographs are words which are spelled and pronounced 
the same but are different in derivation and meaning; 
for example, bark-the covering of a tree; ~-the · 
noise uttered by a dog. 
7. The knowledge of syllables, accents, and diacritical 
marks is a necessary aid in determining the correct 
spelling and pronunciation of a word by the use of the 
dictionary. 
Incidental Learning Products 
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1. To realize that the improvement of oral and written 
expression is gained by constant and varied practice 
with words. 
2. To realize that a wide and continuous study of 
synonyms and antonyms does away with the use of 
inappropriate and overworked words. 
3. To realize that the study of homonyms is an im-
portant aid in overcoming spelling difficulties. 
4. To realize that the study of heterony.ms brings 
attention to diacritical marks and meanings of 
words. 
5. To realize that the study of homographs calls 
attention to the derivation of words. 
The Unit Assignment 
(Tentative time allotment: three one-hour periods) 
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Introductory Talk--Words, words, words! There is no end 
to these perplexing f~rmationa. Are these your feelings when 
it seems that you can never give an oral topic without mispro-
nouncing a word or write a composition without misspelling a 
word? You must not be discouraged, for "Rome was not built in 
a day"; neither does anyone learn to spell and pronounce cor-
rectly in a day. Your discouragement should come only if you 
are not making any improvement. 
No doubt each of you has your favorite radio announcer. 
Why has he impressed you? His winning smile or neat appear-
ance has not attracted you, for, doubtless, you have not seen 
him. His ability to use words effectively is the factor that 
has won your admiration. Do you realize that you are an an-
nouncer? Everyday you are broadcasting from station ! Q U 
bits of information that you hear or read. Are you an inter-
esting and accurate announcer? Let us take a pride in our 
English language and strive to use it correctly. 
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A juggler becomes clever in his work by practice; so shall 
you become clever in oral and written expression by constant a 
varied practice with single words and groups of words. Do you 
stumble or falter sometimes in your speech while you are think-
ing of a more expressive word or another word to avoid repeti-
tion2 A study of synonyms will help to free you of these em-
barrassing moments. 
{SG•l) ~ study of synonzms.~-Synonyms ~words having 
~ same 2!: nearly the ~meaning; ~example, habit, 
custom, fashion, ~ practice. 
{a) One purpose of the study of synonyms will be to 
bring your attention to words you are misusing. Are you likely 
to say as you leave a friend's home, "I had a nioe time"? 
Synonyms for the word, nice, in the dictionary are fastidious, 
dainty, and prudish. Would your host or hostess be complime.ntai 
by your remark? Perhaps you will be surprised at the correct 
meanings of the words, awful and ~· Make a list of ten 
words that you misuse. Find an expressive and sui table meaning 
in the dictionary and use each word in a sentence. 
{b) Some words are overworked; for example, interest-
ing, grand, terrible, and !!!!• List several examples of over-
worked words and write expressive synonyms for each one. 
I' 
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(SG-2) The study of antonyms•--Words of opposite meaning 
are called antonyms; for example, sharp, dull; high, low; weak, 
strong. A word must be opposite in meaning, not nearly oppo-
site, to another word before it is an antonym; for example, the 
word, medium, is not an antonym for high. Write a paragraph in 
which you describe a happy child's departure for school, his 
actions on the way, and his arrival in the classroom. Underline 
at least ten expressive words you have used to portray his · 
I thoughts. Then write an antonym above each one and read your 
results. He could not be the same person, could he? An un-
abridged dictionary is helpful to you in this study. Locate one 
of your words i .n the dictionary, and after the definition you 
will find a list of synonyms and then a list of antonyms for 
I 
I thi a word. -
I (SG-3) Careless selection ~ homonyms causes misspelled 
lwords.--Homonyms ~words which!!! pronounced the~ but 
are different in spelling and meaning; for example, too, ~~ 
two; hear, here; their, there. Are these some of your spell-
---
ing demons? .Many homonyms have two forms, but some have three 
or even four forms. 
(a) List ten of your troublesome homonyms and brief-
ly define each one. Keep this list in your English notebook 
and add other trouble makers as you find them. 
(b) Each of these listed homonyms has at least two 
other forms. List and define them. 
I 
I 
air 
aisle 
by 
cent ewe 
cite eye 
earn idle 
oar 
pair 
rain 
right 
road 
sew 
(c) Many words that are somewhat similar in sound 
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are wrongly pronounced as homonyms; for example, father, farther 
~, alms; affect, effect. List and define these words and 
add others until you have at least ten examples. 
(SG-4) The study of heteronyms ; --Words that ~ spelled the 
~ but !.!:.! different in sound and meaning !.!:!!. called heteronyms 
They are derived from different roots which make their meanings 
entirely unlike; for example, bass {bas) a fish, ~ (bas) a 
term in music. Mere change of accent does not make a hetaronym; 
for example, the words, reb ord {noun) and re cord (verb) are 
pronounced differently but have the same root. 
i List, write the respelling and diacritical marks, and give 
I 
/a brief definition of the following words. {Respelling is the 
! phonet~o spelling which you will find enclosed in parenthesis 
!after each word in the dicti onary.) 
Example: row {ro) a rank or file 
row (rou) a tumult 
bow 
does 
gill 
lead 
mow 
sewer 
stingy 
tarry 
tear 
tower 
wind 
wound 
Heteronyms furnish an excellent study in the diacritical marks 
and the meanings of words. Add others to your list as you find 


I 
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{e) How many diacritical marks are used and what are their 
names? lmmediate recognition of the sounds represented by the 
diacritical marks is just as important as immediate recognition 
of the combinations in multiplication. It is important to know 
the names of the diacritical marks so that you can explain a 
correct pronunciation in the dictionary to your classmates with-
out resorting to childish names, grunts, or signs. The knowledge 
of syllables, accents, and diacritical marks will help you in 
spelling as well as in pronouncing words. 
Write in your notebook, a list of words that you mis-
pronounce. Perhaps you will have difficulty in listing many 
examples. Does that mean your pronunciation is nearly per-
feet? Only a real friend will call our attention to our mis-
takes. In a friendly, helpful spirit, let us work together 
in finding our mistakes and learning the tools of the diction-
ary that will make us self-reliant in correcting our errors. 
Optional Activities 
1. Usually a slovenly dressed person speaks in a similar 
manner. Show this contrast by a picture of each type of 
person and a sample of a composition from each one. The 
picture can be drawn over the composition. This would be 
an excellent display for the bulletin board. 
2. Mispronunciations produce the same effect upon your speech 
as soiled clothing does in your appearance. Make a list 
of your mispronounced words and work out a drill for your-
self that will bring results. The class will want to hear 
your method. 
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3. List some cases in which you have formed judgments of people 
by their speech over the telephone or radio. What does this 
prove about the importance of speech? 
4. Make a study of voices that you find unpleaaant. Write a 
description of each voice and give suggestions for cor-
rections. Ask your teacher for books that will help you. 
5. Select your favorite radio speakers. Describe accurately 
and vividly their voices as they appeal to you. 
6. Compete with a classmate in finding examples of one or more 
of these groups of words: homonyms, heteronyms, homographs. 
7. Strive to develop exactness in your choice of words. Make 
a list of your overworked words. Write synonyms for these 
words. 
8. In a written composition er an oral talk, discuss this 
quotation: 
Good talk most commonly arises among friends. Talk 
is, indeed, both the scene and the instrument of friend-
ship. It is in talk alone that the friend can measure 
strength, and enjoy that amicable counter-assertion of 
personality which is the gauge of relations and the sport 
of life. 
Stevenson 
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Mastery Test 
I. In the following selection, which is taken from Speech 
Education by Sara M. Barber, there are sixteen homonyms. 
List the pairs. 
Economic Aspect of Speech 
Do you realize the importance of good speech behavior 
in our social relations? Would it interest you to investi-
gate a little the value of good speech in the business and 
professional worlds? 
The social aspects of speech carries over into the busi 
ness and professional world where people daily meet one 
another. Here,effective speaking can readily be labeled a 
business and a professional asset. The applicant for a J 
position, be he young or old, is readily judged by his speec • 
He may be a person of ability, but if his voice is unpleasanJ 
or weak or his speech poor he has little chance of impress-
ing a prospective employer. He may have letters of high 
recommendation, but their value is lessened by the personal 
interview. If, on the other hand, the applicant's speech 
does not offend in any way, or if it is exceptionally good, 
a favorable impression is made. 
II. Complete the definitions by writing the correct word 
in each blank. 
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1. Homonyms are words which are the. same but are 
different in and 
---- ----· 
2. Heteronym.s are words which are the same but 
are different in and 
---- ----· 
the 3. Homogr~phs are words which are and 
----
same but are different in and 
---- ----· 
III. Write the name of each pair of words. 
1. sea, see 8. base, bass 
2. wind, wind 9. flew, flue 
3. page, page 10. tear, tear 
4. coarse, course 11. bark, bark 
5. fair, fair 12. their, there 
6. row, row 13. wound, wound 
7. band, band 14. oast, cast 
21 
Unit I 
Key to Mastery Test 
I. 
1. you, ewe, yew 9. for, fore 
2. our, hour 10. or, ore 
3. would, wood 11. weak, week 
4. in, inn 12. their, there 
5. meet, meat 13. by bye. buy 
6. one, won 14. not, knot 
7. here, hear 15, way, weigh 
s. be1 bee 16. made, maid 
II. 
1. pronounced, spelling, meaning 
2. spelled, sound, meaning 
3. spelled, pronounced, derivation, meaning 
III. 
1. homonym a. homonym 
2. heteronym 9. homonym 
3. homograph 10. heteronym 
4. homony,m. 11. homograph 
5. homograph 12. homonym 
6. heteronym. 13. heteronym 
7. homograph 14. homograph 
CHAPTER III 
THE STUDY OF SYLLA.BLES 
The Unit 
A knowledge or syllabication is a worthwhile attain• 
ment. Separating words into their syllables is the first 
step in learning to spell or pronounce words correctly with 
the aid of the dictionary. The ability to syllabize cor-
rectly words at the end of the line is necessary as an aid 
in recording the written word in any form, such as writing, 
typing, or printing. 
Delimitation of Unit II 
1. A syllable is a word or a part of a word that is 
spoken with only one impulse of the voice. For 
example, the one-syllable word, 82• requires 
only one impulse of the voice; the two-syllable 
word, ££-ing, requires two impulses of the -voice. 
2. In each .. syllable, there must always be one 
sounded vowel. The letters ~~ ~~ ~, ~, and u 
are vowels, and ~ and z are semi-vowels; all 
other letters are consonants. A single vowel 
may make one syllable or there may be conso-
nants with it. 
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3. Syllabic division is indicated in the !!! Inter-
national Dictionary by a centered period unless 
an accent mark or a hyphen is used. 
Example: sep'a•rate 
4. Three diacritical marks are used as aids in de-
termining the division. of words into syllables; 
namely, the macron(-), the modified macron{~), 
and the breve (~). 
5. A syllable never ends with a breve vowel; how-
ever, a syllable often ends with a modified-
macron vowel and sometimes with the macron vowel. 
6. When it is necessary to divide words at the end 
of a line, some words can be divided correctly 
in only one place, while others can be divided 
correctly in two or more places. These rules 
are helpful in determining the division. 
a. A word of one syllable should, of 
course, never be divided. 
b. When a consonant is doubled, one of 
these consonants may be separated 
usually from the other; as · in paral• 
lel, eom•mit•tee. 
(1) Note: This does not apply to 
root words ending in a double 
consonant; as dwell·~ or 
dress•ins. 
c. A prefix and a suffix usually may be 
separated from the root part of the 
word; as pre•cede, ring.ing. 
d. A word should not be divided so that 
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a syllable of only one letter is put on 
the next line; as, ever•Y• Neither 
should a syllable of one letter be 
carried ovsr to the next line even if 
another syllable follows: (apprecia• 
tion, not appreci·~tion). -
e. The word should be divided in such a 
way as to suggest the whole word, for 
instance, the division hero•ic is 
preferable to he•roic. ~is-division 
is particularly-helpful in sight read-
ing. 
Incidental Le,arning Products 
1. An appreciation of the fact that syllabication 
aids in correct pronounciation. 
2. an appreciation of the fact that syllabication 
aids in the correct spelling. 
3. An appreciation of the fact that the corre9t di-
vision of syllables at the end of the line aids 
in sight reading. 
4. An appreciation of the fact that the correct di-
vision of syllables at the end of the line im-
proves the appearance of the written or printed 
page. 
The Unit Assignment 
(Tentative time allotment: three one-hour periods) 
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(SG-1) Dividing words into syllables.--Let us see if 
you can pronounce these words by syllables. Remember that 
a syllable contains only the number of letters you can 
utter with one impulse of the voice. Place a check mark 
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beside those words that you might divide incorrectly. 
1. above S.•bove 
2. accommodate S.C•COm•mO•de.te 
3. athletic a th.let.ic 
4. e. udi tori um. e.u.di·to•ri•um 
5. development de.vel.opement 
6. electricity eelec.tric.i.ty 
7. idee. i•de•a 
8. independence in•de•pend•ence 
9. locomotive lo• co•mo• ti ve 
10. manager me.n.ag.e:r 
11. mathematics · math•e•ma t.ics 
12. miscellaneous mis•cel•la.ne.ous 
13. occasion oc•caasion 
14. potatoes po• ta• toes 
15. preparation prep•e.. ra. tion 
16. privilege pri V•i•lege 
17. promote pro.mote 
18. recess re•cess 
19. representative rep•re.aent.a.tive 
20. stationary sta• tion.ar.y 
(SG-2) Another aid in dividing syllables.~~There are 
three diacritical marks that aid in the division of aylla- · 
bles; namely, the macron (-), the modified macron (&), and 
the breve (v). The sounds of these marka .are given in the 
study guide sheets; later you will study each one. 
--------t---------------------------------------------------------·2_6~'------
1. After you have observed these examples, you will 
notice. tha.t one of these marks is always used 
over a letter that comes at the end of the 
syllable. 
Which mark is it ? 
2. Which mark is never used over the vowel that comes 
at the end of the syllable? 
define 
definite 
dec.laim 
declamation 
despair 
desperation 
gradual 
gradation 
moral 
morale 
( de•fine) 
(def•ieni te) 
(de.elaim) 
( dec•la •ma • tion) (deaspair) 
( des.per.a. tion) 
(grad.u.al) 
(gra.da.tion 
(mor.al) 
(mo.rale) 
negation 
negative 
prevail 
prevalent 
prime.r'J 
primer 
prospect 
prospect! ve 
reel te 
.recitation 
( ne. ga. ti on) 
( ne§•a• ti ve (pre,. ve.il) 
(prev•a•lent) (pri.mary) 
(prlm•er) 
(pros-pect) 
(pro. spec. ti ve) 
(re.ci te) 
(rec•i . ta.tion) 
Before you leave syllables, let us turn to the matter 
of dividing words at the end of a line. There is usually 
one preferable place to divide a word. The next exercise 
will make this division ~lear to you. 
(SG-3) Dividing words at~ end of!. line.--Many times, 
no doubt, when you have had to divide a word at the end of 
a line, you have been puzzled. Perhaps you are one who will 
crowd the whole word at the end of the line rather than de-
cide where to divide it. Sometimes you can do this in writ- . 
ing, but if you are typing, you cannot crowd the letters. 
In the two preceding exercises,you have learned about di-
viding words into syllables, but if you are dividing a word 
at the end of the line, you must know which syllable is prefr 
,.. 
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arable to set off. When it is necessary to divide words 
at the end of a line, some words can be divided correctly 
in only one place, .but. others can be divided correctly in 
two or more places. 
In the words on this page, you will find a dot after 
each syllable, hut an oblique line after the preferable 
place or places to divide the word at the end of a line. 
Af~er you consider carefully the division of each word, I 
I 
write, under these words, five rules that ,will direct you in l 
dividing the majority of words. To help fix these rules in I 
your mind, place above the oblique line the number of the 
I 
rule which corresponds with the division of each word. Sines 
the dictionary divides the words into syllables, but does 
not indicate where to divide the word at the end of the line J 
I 
these r ules are most i~~ortant. 
acconnnoct·a te 
aluminum 
anticipation 
audience 
beginning 
brought 
distrust, 
essential 
government 
gracious 
1. 
2. 
3. 
5. 
ae.co:m/mo.date 
a•lu/mi/mum 
an.tic.i/pa/tion 
au.di/enoe 
be.giD/ning 
bro~ht 
dis/trust 
ea. sen/tial 
gov•ern/ment 
gra/cious 
mathematics 
narration 
obligation 
pneumonia 
progressive 
through 
revolt 
revolution 
selection 
spelling 
math·e/mat.ica 
nar• ra/ ti on 
ob•li·ga/tion 
pneu/mo/ni.a 
pro/gres/sive · 
through 
re/volt 
rev•o/lu/tion 
se.lec/tion 
spell/ing 
2 
(SG-4) A.ccure.te pronunciation of syllables is ~aid to 
spelling.--Do you leave out syllables? Many words are mis-
spelled because a syllable is not pronounced. Be sure that 
in pronouncing these words, you sound all the syllables. The 
underlined syllable should be pronounced as e. separate syl-
lable in its entirety. A.fter you have mastered this list, 
add other examples that are mispronounced because of this 
trouble. 
antarctia 
boisterous. 
candidate 
chocolate 
cruelty 
finally 
general 
geography 
incidentally 
history 
laboratory 
mystery 
numerous 
particular 
ponderous 
prisoner 
·scenery 
sophomore 
treacherous 
watery 
ant arc tic 
bois ter ous 
can o.raate 
choco late 
cru el' ty 
fi nil' ly 
gener a l 
ge ogrt, phy 
i~ ci den tal ly 
his to ry 
lab ora to ry 
mys ter y 
nu mer ous 
par "'"'tf c u lar 
pon der ous 
pris ·on er 
seen er y 
sophomore 
treacn er ous 
wa~y 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
an e.r tic 
bois trous 
can i date 
choc late 
crul-ty 
fin ly 
gen ral 
gog ra phy 
in ci dent ly 
his try 
lab e. tory 
mys try 
num reus 
par tic lar 
pondrous 
pris ner 
seen ry 
soph more 
treach reus 
we. try 
The teacher selects the most commonly mispronounced words 
from this list to be used in the Word A Day project during 
the study of syllables according to the following general in-
structions. 
·I 
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Presenting ~Word A Day.--It is suggested that this 
project be used as a daily activity to serve as a constant 
reminder of correct pronunciation. The following slogan 
is placed on the blackboard: 
A Word A Day 
Keeps Embarrassment Away 
Each morning a troublesome word is written on the board with 
the correct spelling, the respelling with the diacritical 
marks arid the accent, and the meaning. The pupil copies this 
word in the dictionary section of his English notebook. It is 
suggested that the word be discussed and classified at the 
beginning of each English period. All mistakes in words can 
be classified under three divisions; namely, misplaced ac-
cent, wrong diacritical mark, and change of letter. This 
procedure points out the definite marks to the pupil. The 
pupil is tested on these words at convenient times. The 
words can be selected from the pronunciation lists that ap-
pear throughout the unit. This device proves to be an ex-
cellent means of motivation in making the pupil nword con-
scious"• 
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Optional Activities 
1. From a class text, select twenty-five words that contain 
three or more syllables. Arrange the words in alphabetical 
order and divide each word into correct syllables. 
2. Determine the correct place or placesfor dividing these 
twenty-five words if they were used at the end of a line. Re-
fer to the rules on dividing words at the end of a line which 
you formed in a previous lesson (SG-3). 
line to show the correct division. 
Draw an oblique 
3. Make a collection of newspaper clippings which show words 
that are divided at the end of a line. Underline with color-
ed pencil these words. Paste these examples on a sheet of 
paper for an exhibit. 
4. Choose an example from among your own homework papers in 
which you have syllabized words. Criticise at the bottom of 
the paper your use of syllabication. 
5. Find one or more examples of faulty syllabication in a 
pri nted article. Explain the mistake or mistakes to the 
class. 
6. In these first two p·aragraphs of the Gettysburg Address 
' 
divide the underlined words ·as you would if they were at the 
end of' a line. 
"Fourscore and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on 
this continent a new nation, conceived in libert~, and 
dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal. 
Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing 
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whether that nation, or any nation so conceived and so dedi-
cated, can long endure. We are met on a great battlefield of 
that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of that field 
as a final resting-place for those who here gave their lives 
that that nation might live. It is altogether fitting and 
. 
proper that we should do this." 
7. Print or type the third paragraph of the Gettysburg An-
dress in the form of a newspaper column. Be careful to di-
vide correctly words which are at the end of the lines. Pre-
pare this paper as an exhibit for the bulletin board. 
8. Find the definition of a syllable in various dictionaries, 
spelling books, and encyclopedias. Copy each definition and 
the source which should include the name of the book,. the 
author, the publisher and address, and the page. 
9. In some dictionaries, there is little difference in appear 
ance between the dash that is used to show division of sylla~ 
bles and the hyphen. Make a study of the marks used in all 
dictionaries to show these two differences. Present to the 
class the method that you think is preferable. 
10. When a person has poor enunciation, his listeners will 
watch his lips in order to understand the words. Read 
Gettysburg Address or some other selection to the members of 
your class. They will listen to you, but will not watch you] 
lips as you pronounce the syllables. Any words or syllables 
that you fail to pronounce clearly will be noted by the clas j 
for discussion. I 
I 
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Mastery Test 
I. Divide these words into their correct syllables by re-
writing the word in the space provided at the right and 
placing a period after each syllable. 
Example: athletic a th.let.ic 
1. acquaintance 
2. catalogue 
3. companion 
4. conclusive 
5. development 
6. difference 
7. expensive 
8. formerly 
9. generally 
10. individual 
11. inheritance 
12. insurance 
13. lieutenant 
14. museum 
15. performance 
16. potat·oes 
17. recess 
18. regretful 
19. tomato 
20. vehicle 
33-+----------+--------------------------~------------ I II. In the words below,there are three divisions of syllables 
given. Underline the correct form of division as the 
word should be divided at the end of a line. The divi-
sion is shown by the oblique line. 
1. num/er a tor nu mer .a/tor nu mer/ a tor 
2. through/ thro/ ugh thr/ ough 
3. prep/a ra tion prep a/ra tion pre/par a tion 
4. priv i/ lege · pri vil/ ege priv/i lege . 
5. connn/i t tee com mitt/ ee com m1 t/ tee 
6. lo co mo/ tive loc/ o mo tive loc o mot/ ive 
7. prec/ed ing pre.c/ e ding pre/ced ing 
8. pee u li/ar pe.c/u liar pe cul/ iar 
9. un dress/ing un dres/sing un dr ess/ ing 
10. man/ag er man a/ge.r man/ a ger 
III. From this biographical sketch of Jack London, underline 
only those words that have three syllables. You will 
find much reading material of interest in the book from 
which this sketch is taken. (Prose and Poetry of America, 
McGraw and Wiser. L.W.Singer Company, Chicago.) \ 
Jack London (1876-1916) 
Jack London was born in San Francisco in January, 1876. 
After graduation from the grammar school in Oakland, Cali-
fornia, he had little formal education. At an early age he 
was forced to earn his own living which he did by delivering 
papers, working on an ice wagon and in a tannery, and by set-
ting up pins in a bowling alley. In 1893, he joined the crew 
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of a sealer. The next year he became a vagabond, sometimes 
with workers' armies and sometimes alone. In the summer of 
1897, he joined the Alaskan gold rush. A.ll of this wander-
ing gave him a rich background of experience when he deter-
mined to write. The popularity of his stories was, and still 
is, great. 
He was a newspaper correspondent during the Russo-
Japanese War and again during a war in Mexico in 1914. He 
spent a great deal of his later life in cruising. He died 
in November, 1916. 

CHAPTER IV 
THE STUDY OF ACCENTS 
The Unit 
Accents are to words what general appearance is to a 
person. Each person has a distinguishing reature that seta 
him apart from another person. Each word that has two syl-
lables or more has an accent on one syllable which distin-
guishes it from the other ' syllable. A study of these ac-
cents will correct many spelling and pronunciation errors. 
Delimitation of Unit III 
1. There are two accents in the English language--
primary and secondary. When only one syllable of 
a word is stressed, the primary accent is used as 
I in the word, in tend. When two syllables of a word 
are stressed, the primary accent is placed on the 
syllable receiving the most stress and the secondary 
accent is placed on the syllable receiving the next 
I / 
stress, as in l!!!: per !!! ~· 
2. In the New International Dictionary, the primary 
accent is indicated by a heavy mark (/); the 
secondary, by a light mark (1 ). 
- 36 -
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3. Many words are mispronounced because the accent is 
placed on the wrong syllable. 
4. When a word is used as a different part of speech, th 
/ 
accent is changed. For example, in the word, pres ent 
(noun), the accent is on the first syllable; in the I 
word, pre sent1 (verb), the accent is on the second sy~­
lable. 
5. If the accent is on the last syllable of words ending 
in a single consonant ~receded by a single vowel, the 
consonant is doubled before a vowel suffix. Example: 
con trol1 controlled, controlling, controller. This 
rule can be depended upon in almost every word. The 
main exception is in words ending in ~ as per plex, 
perplexed. 
6. If the accent is not on the last syllable of a word 
ending with a single consonant preceded by a single 
vowel, do not double the consonant before a vowel 
suffix. Example: I ben e fit, benefited • . 
Incidental Learning Products 
1. To realize the difference in primary and secondary 
accents. 
2. To appreciate the value of the accent as an aid to 
correct pronunciation. 
3. To realize that when a word is changed to another 
part of speech, the accent usually is changed. 
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you have been making this error with some of the words in th 
following list. Place the accent lightly in pencil on the 
syllable that you stress usually as you pronounce each word. 
To detect your errors, consult your dictionary and place the 
accent on the correct syllable. Pronounce correctly sever-
al times the words you have been mispronouncing, particular!~ 
stressing the accents. 
1. de tail 11. hos pi ta ble 
2. a 11 as 12. mem o ra ble 
3. gon do la 13. de bris 
4. ad dress 14. de tour 
5. ro manoa 15. ref er a ble 
6. chas tise ment 16. dir 1 gi ble 
7. pref er a ble 17. cal 11 o pe 
8. fre quent (verb) 18. Gen. o a 
9. ad ver tise ment 19. in oog ni to 
10 .. oom ba tant 20. ex qui site 
(The teacher selects the most commonly mispronounced · 
words from this list for the ~ a Day project during the 
study of accents. The words with the correct accent marks 
are shown in the Keys at the end of this unit.) 
(SG-3) The part of speech sometimes changes the aocent.--
When a word is used as different parts of speech, the accent 
usually is changed. I For example, in the word, pres ent 
(noun), the accent is on the first syllable; in the word, 
--t 40 I pre sent (verb), the accent is on the second syllable. Notic 
that, in this example, the division of syllable also change's; 
as a noun the first syllable is pres, but as a verb, only 
pre. Write the following words in two columns, nouns and 
verbs, and place the accents on the correct syllables.. Con-
tinue this list as you find similar examples in your class 
pr epara ti ons • 
Words 
compact 
content 
contest 
desert 
entrance 
extract 
insult 
object 
proceeds 
produce 
project 
protest 
re!'uae 
I!ecord 
subject 
survey 
Nouns 
con/ pact 
con
1 tent 
Verbs 
/ com pact 
con tent' 
1. The verb always has the accent on which syllable? 
2. The noun always has the accent on which syllable? 
(SG-4) Accent is ~aid in determining when to double 
the consonant.--Are you often perplexed with such words as 
occur, not knowing whether to double or not to double the 
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r? A~ter you do this exercise, write a simple rule to follow 
in doubling consonants. 
Place the accent on the correct syllable of the follow-
ing verbs. Then write the past tense, the present partici-
ple, and the noun of each verb. 
1. Do not double the consonant unless the accent is on 
which syllable? 
2. Do not double the consonant unless it is preceded by 
a single or a double vowel? 
NOTE: If~ has the sound of~~ it is not considered as 
a vowel. This variation applies to what word in 
this list? Write two other examples. 
verb 
acquit "' 
admit 
excel 
occur 
0 mit 
re bel 
rebut 
past 
tense 
acquitted 
present 
participle 
acquitting 
noun 
acquittal 
verb 
re cur 
re mit 
pro pel 
Rule: 
past 
tense 
present 
participle 
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noun 
{SG-5) When not to double the consonant.--The rule that 
~-..........- - . 
governs the spelling of these words is implied in the preced-
' 
ing rule, but you had better state it alone after you finish 
this exercise. Place the accent on the correct syllables of 
these verbs. Then write the past tense of each verb. 
I 
al tar 
con quer 
de vel op 
en vel op 
le vel 
Rule: 
altered of fer 
Optional Activities 
1. People differ in the placing of the accent in the 
pronunciation of many words such as museum and Iowa. ~dd 
at least ten examples that you confuse or you hear other 
people confuse. Write the correct pronunciation of these 
words as you find them in the New International Dictionary. 
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2. Prepare a paragraph,to be read to the class,using 
ten or more of the words listed in Study Guide two, (SG-2). 
No credit will be given to you if you mispronounce more than 
one word. 
3. You will notice that many words have a first and a 
second pronunciation given in the dictionary. Both pronun-
ciations are correct, but the first one is preferred. Make 
a list of examples in which the accent mark plays an im-
portant part in the two pronunciations; for example, 
I I 11 lus trate; il lus trate. 
4. Use five of the examples in Study Guide three (SG-3) 
each in a short sentence, and then read your sentences, be-
ing careful to pronounce the accent on the right syllable. 
First, use the example as a noun, and then, as a verb. 
5. Write a list of verbs that follow the rule you form-
ed from Study Guide four {SG-4). 
6. Write a list of verbs that follow the rule you form-
ed from Study Guide five (SG-5)e 
7. Write a paragraph on the subject, 11The Importance of 
the .A..ccent.• 
8. Make a study of the ways that the accent marks are 
shown in different dictionaries. Place your result~on a 
small chart or poster. 
9. Make a study of the two French accents-acute and 
grave. Find several words with each one. Make a report to 
the class. 
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Mastery Test 
I. Write the past tenses of the verbs listed below. Follow 
carefully the accent rule. Remember it applies only to 
syllables ending with a single consonant preceded by a 
single vowel. 
1. ac capt 11. la bel 
2. ad here 12. in fer 
3. ben e fit 13. oc cur 
4. commit 14. mo del 
5. dif fer 15. per form 
6. a nam el 16. of fer 
7. en tar 17. re bel 
a. ex pel 18. re fer 
9. a qual 19. re gret 
10. con trol 20. re treat 
II. Place the primary accent on the correct syllable in each 
of these words. 
1. de tail 11. hos pi ta ble 
2. a lias 12. mem or a ble 
3. gon do la 13. de bris 
4. ad dress 14. de tour 
s. ro mance 15. ref er a ble 
6. chas tise ment 16. dir i gi ble 
7. pref er a ble 17. cal li 0 pe 
s. fre quent (verb) 18. Gen o a 
9. ad ver tise ment 19. in cog ni to 
10. com ba tant 20. ex qui site 
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Unit III 
Key to Mastery Teat 
I. 
1. accepted 6. enameled 11. labeled 16 .. performed 
2. adhered 7. entered 12. inferred 1'7. rebelled 
3. benefited 8. expelled 13. occurred 18. referred 
4. committed 9. equaled 14. offered 19. regretted 
5. differed 10. controlled 15. modeled 20. retreated 
II. 
I 1 
1. de tail 11. hoa pi • ta. • ble 
2. 
I 
a li•aa 12. I mem o ra•ble 
I I 3. gon do.la 13. de·bria 
/ I 4. ad· dress 14. de tour 
I I 5. ro.mance 15. ref er•a•ble 
I . I 
6. chaa tiae.ment 16. dir i•gi.ble 
I I 
7. pref er.a.ble 17. cal.li o.pe 
I I s. fre.quent (verb) 18. Gen o.a 
I I 
9. ad.ver tiae.ment 19. in.cog ni.to 
com
1 ba.tant 
I 
10. 20. ex qui.aite 
. I 
CHAPTER V 
THE PROBLEM OF PRONOUNCING AND SPELLING WORDS 
The Unit 
The present age, with the talking pictures and the 
radio, places more emphasis than ever on the spoken word. 
These agencies are improving steadily in their correctness 
of pronunciation, but their speech cannot be accepted with-
out a question. Their pronunciation should be checked with 
the correct form in the dictionary. In this game of words, 
there is but one umpire--the dictionary. 
The dictionary, the basal text of all subjects, provides! 
the tools to master the language. One of the most important 
tools of the dictionary, the diacritical marks, is greatly 
overlooked. A thorough understanding of diacritical marks 
enables the pupil to be independent in correcting his pro-
nunciation and spelling errors. This knowledge equips the 
individual with a sense of security in his expression which 
is fundamental to success. A word is not his own until he 
knows the correct pronunciation and spelling as well as the 
meaning. But he frequently makes many false moves in this 
process, for he is likely to study carefully the meaning of 
the word but not the pronunciation. He avoids the latter 
- 46 -
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because in his present state of knowledge, it involves the 
laborious process of examining the thirty~nine key words at 
the bottom of the dictionary page in order to find the par-
ticular mark which is used in the word. Yet, that word will 
never become hi a very own until he can pronounce it with as-. 
surance. 
Delimitation of Unit IV 
A. Generalizations pertaining to the use of the macron. 
1. The macron(-) over the vowel indicate s that · the vowe l 
is to be given a long sound. 
2. The sound represented by the macron ,! . is spelled in 
eight different ways; namely, a (acre), a-e (rate), 1· 
ai (gain), !Z (gay), ~ (brea~~~ ~ (vein), ~ (they) 
eigh (weigh). The following generalizations are 
helpful: 
a. a seldom occurs alone except at the end of the 
syllable or as a separate syllable as in ba ker 
and !. pron. 
b. !l usually occurs at the end of the word as t n slay 
and way, except in such words as mayor and 
bayonet. 
c. !l usually occurs at the end of a word. 
d. The sound of the macron a is rarely represented 
by the au in gauge, and so there is not a column 
for it in Study Guide one (SG-1). 
3. Homonyms are words that are pronounced the same but 
are spelled differently and mean differently. The 
homonyms tha t . bave the macron vowel sounds cause 
many misspelled words. 
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4. The sound represented by the macron ~ is spelled six 
different ways; e (be), e-e (cede), ee (exceedl ea 
- -- - -
(reason), ei (ceiling), and ie (piece). 
This sound has two combinations that are well known 
trouble spots in spelling. 
a. The first one is the verb ending,cede and ceed. 
There are only three words that have the ending 
ceed: namely, exceed, proceed,and succeed. All 
other endings pronounced this way end in cede. 
These endings are shown in the second and third 
columns in · SG-..5. Isn 1 t the. t a helpful point? 
b. The second trouble spot that has the macron e 
sound is ie and ei that always occur within the 
syllable. This well known rule will help ~ou to 
spell these words correctly: 
Place i before e 
Except after ~ 
Or when sounded like a 
As in neighbor and weigh. 
5. The sound represented by the macron i is spelled 
seven different ways; namely, i (bind), i-e {line), 
ie (tie), igh (night), 1.. (spy},~ (style),~ 
(rye). 
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a. The ie, ~~ and ~ ways of spelling the macron i 
sound occur but a very few times. 
b. When the i sound .occurs within a syllable followed 
by a consonant, it will usually be represented by 
i-e (line) or igh (night). 
c. The sound at the end of the word would never be 
represented by .!_; it is usually represented by 
ie (tie) or 1.. (my), and rarely by Z! (rye). 
6. The sound represented by the macron £ is spelled six 
different ways; namely, .2 (frozen), o-e (home),~ 
(goal), ow (grow), ~ (pour), oe (foe). 
a. o is represented the most frequently by o alone 
- . -
at the end of words containing one or more sylla-
bles; for example; 8£, ditto, potato. 
b. o is also represented by£! and rarely by~ at 
the end of . a word. 
c. When o occurs within a syllable, which is usually 
followed by a consonant, it will be represented 
by ~' £!, ~~ or rarely by ou. Consult the dic-
tionary if you are in doubt. 
7. The sound represented by the macron .2£ is spelled 
eight different ways; namely, oo {too), ~ (group, 
.2 (to),~ (truth), ~ (flute), ue (flue), ui (bruise), 
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ew (flew). 
a. The oo has only two sounds, the macron and the 
breve. 
Many times the macron is mispronounced by giving 
it a breve sound; for example, the words~hoof and 
roof have a macron and not a breve. 
_, 
8. The sound represented by the macron u is spelled in 
five different ways; namely, u {duty), u-e (tune), ue 
- - -
(due),~ (feud),!!!. (dew),. ) 
B.Generalization of the modified macron. 
1. The modified macron differs from the macron in that 
it has a perpendicular line which makes the sound 
just half as long as the macron. 
a. An understanding of this mark depends upon a 
knowledge of accent. -' In the word, human, the 
accent is on the first syllable which gives the 
~ the long sound of the macron; in the word 
... , 
hu ~~ the accent is on the second syllable 
.&.. 
which accounts for the modified macron ~· 
b. The modified macron never appears on a one sylla-
ble word, because this mark is used only on an 
unaccented syllable. 
2. As the accent does not occur on the prefix of a word, 
the vowel of the prefix is usually marked with a modi-
fied macron. 
3. The modified macron o appears in the prefix of a word, 
(auto graph), in the middle of a word as a separate 
syllable ( fri v· ·& lous), and in the suffix of a word 
..... (satis fac tory). 
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a. The modified macron o is most frequently mispro-
nounced in the suffix, as the o is omitted: for 
example, the word satisfactory, is carelessly pro-
nounced as satis fact'ry. 
. b. In the first two uses, the £ is likely to be 
sounded wrongly as the ! in sofa; for example, 
autograph becomes auta graph and fr i Yolous becomes 
friv a lous. 
----
4. Many words that have the modified macron u sound are 
misspelled because the u is not pronounced plainly; 
for example, the word, jugular, is misspelled as 
juglar because of faulty pronunciation. 
5. When the letter u follows the consonants! or d, it 
is joined to the consonant by a curved line called a 
ligature, the two together forming a more or less 
clear ch; for example, the last syllable of litera-
' I ture (lit era ~r) is pronounced lit era chur . (wit4 
a slight~ sound). 
c. Generali~ations pertaining t o the use of the breve. 
1. The macron and the breve are by far the most common 
marks used in the dictionary. 
monly called the short sound. 
The breve sound is comi 
I 
2. The macron and the breve are helpful guides in spell-
ing. 
s~s~on Universi~YQ: 
School of Education 
.. 
Librafy <,...;.~ 
• ... ,.<.c .•• 
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a. When forming the past tense and the present parti-
ciple of a monosyllable wluch has a breve vowel 
followed by a single consonant, double the conso-
nant before adding ed and ing. 
b. When forming the past tense and the present parti-
ciple of a monosyllable which has a macron vowel 
followed by a single consonant and ends in a silent 
~, drop the ~ before adding ad or ing. 
v 3. The sound represented by the breve ~ is spelled in 
two ways; namely, the letter e as in r~d and the com-
bination of ea as in h~ad. 
v 
4. The sound represented by the breve i is spelled in 
seven different ways; namely, i (sit), ain (certain), 
ie (sieve), & (forfeit), ~(valley), ui (build), 
and z (city). 
5. The sound represented by the breve ~ is most commonly 
. v v v found with the single vowel as in cob, sob, and rob. 
v In a few words, the breve £ sound is spelled with an 
a as in the word, wash (w~sh). 
v 6. The sound represented by the breve ~ is spelled in 
six different combinations; namely,~ {sung),~ 
(dungeon),~ (courageous), io (region), £ (done) 
I 
and ou (touch). I 
sound represented by the breve co is most common-7. The 
v v '-..J ly found in such words as ~, look, and took. In 
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sented by !£ in the respelling, even though the 
sound in the correct spelling is represented.by ~~ _2£, 
or ur as well as er. This variance causes many mis-
spellings. 
a. The er suffix is used with adjectives of compar-
ison (cold, cold~r, coldest); the~ suffix means 
"like" or"pertaining to~ (circular). 
b. The suffix££ is used only with nouns, never with 
adjectives or adverbs. 
c. The tilde u sound is similar to the circumflex u 
sound. However, the circumflex is used on accent-
ed syllables; the tilde is used on unaccented syl-
lables. 
F. Generalizations pertaining to the use of the diaeresis. 
1. The sound represented by the diaeresis ! ' (a) is 
formed in the extreme back part of the mouth as in 
the word, arm. 
G. Generalizations pertaining to the use of the modified 
diaeresis. 
1. The modified diaeresis (a) is one of the most mis-
pronounced sounds in the speech of Americans. We are 
... likely to say the flat breve sound in the word, path~ 
I 
instead of the correct sound, path. 
. 
H. Generalizations pertaining to the use of the italic~ 
1. The italic ~is like the modified diaeresis in t hat 
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each has a dot over it. The distinguishing 
£eature of these two letters is the way that the a 
is made in the respelling. The italic ~ is~written 
. . 
~' but the modified diaeresis a is a printed s . The 
italic~ is often used as the first, middle, or last 
syllable of a word. It either forms a syllable alone 
or ends a syllable; it is never used in the middle 
of a syllable. 
2. Adjectives that have corresponding nouns ending in 
ation and ability are spelled with able endings; 
adjectives that have corresponding nouns ending in 
sion, tion and ition are spelled with ible endings. 
3. In any word ending in ~~ or !!' the e is retained 
and able is added; for example, noticeable and advan-
~s.~ous. 
I. Generalizations pertaining to the use of the medial t. 
,.ll.J 1. The medial £, as the name suggests, is the sound be-
tween the breve ~ and the circumflex ~. These two 
marks are combined to make the medial ~mark. The 
v difference can be distinguished in the breve o and 
~ v ~ the medial ~ by saying the two words cot _and cost. 
The latter sound is deeper than the former. Al-
though this difference is rather a fine point in pro-
nunciation and not one of the glaring errors, the 
study of the most important diacritical marks would 
not be complete without it. 
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Incidental Learning Products 
1. To realize the number of words mispronounced because 
the vowel is not given the sound of the correct dia-
critical mark. 
2. To realize the number of words mispronounced because 
of slovenly speech habits. 
3. To realize that each sound represented by a diacriti-
cal mark may be spelled by as many as eight different 
combinations of letters. This realization will add 
to a person's resourcefulness in finding in the die- J 
tionary a word that he can pronounce but can not spel l . 
4. To realize the spelling and the meaning of the many 
homonyms that contain a macron or a breve sound. 
5. To realize that the confusing ie and !1 words can be 
classified in a way that, wlth sufficient study, will 
6. 
7. 
lead to mastery of spelling. 
To realize the way in which the meaning of a root wor · 
is changed by adding a prefix or a suffix. 
representl To I'6alize that the knowledge of the sounds 
ed by the diacritical marks is a great time saver in 
looking up the meaning of words in the dic;tionary. 
s. To realize the satisfaction that can be derived from 
pronouncing words correctly and enunciating clearly. 
Unit Assignment IV-A 
(Tentative time allotment: four one-hour periods.) 
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column of words by writing examples which begin with the list 
ed consonants and co11tain the macron vowel that you see at 
the top of the colmm1. Place a macron over the vowel that 
you use, as in the pJ:ointed examples. Select the words from 
the reading material in your subjects, if possible. 
Be sure that your word has a macron sound. A, helpful 
method of testing a word for the macron sound can be shown in 
the word nbrake". D1•op the letters preceding the macron vow-
el one by one; then drop the letters which follow the macron 
vowel, leaving only the sound of the macron ~ ·· ; for example, 
braKe, rake, ike, and a. 
--- -- ...-
a e 0 op u 
--------- ---------- ---------- -------- -------- ----~-----bike beam boat booth bugle 
cede.r cider comb cO"C>l cube 
d d d d d d 
f f f f f f 
· g g g g g h 
h h h h h 1 
j j k j 1 m 
1 k 1 1 m n 
m 1 m m n s 
m n n p t 
I 
! 
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(SG-2) Do you mispronounce these worda?--The words that 
are listed below are often mispronounced because a vowel is n t 
given the sound of the macron. Pronounce each word over and 
over as it is given in the respelling, particularly noticing 
the underlined trouble spots. Be sure that you give the vowel 
marked with a macron the pure and correct macron sound. Turn 
to this list frequently until you have mastered the correct 
pronunciation. 
1. aerial is 
2. avenue is 
3. aviator is 
4. bayou is 
5. blatant is 
6. boulevard is 
7. capsule is 
8. chic is 
9 . clique is 
10. coupon is 
11. creek is 
12. culinary is 
13. digitalis is 
14. era is 
15. gala is 
16. gratia is 
17. grimace is 
18. Hawaii is 
19. hoof is 
20. lasso is 
21. mien is 
22. nape is 
23. penalize is 
24. quay is 
25. rabies is 
26. roof is 
27. route is 
28. aaar'L legtoua i a 
29. status is 
30. strata is 
31. Tuesday is 
( - _, v v ) a e ri.al 
(av7 e ®) (.i"vr.a ter) 
(Ql' oo) 
(bli' tant) 
( b~ 1 lt vard) ( kap' sj]J.) 
( ah,ik) 
<klak) {J:w'pon) 
( cr~k) u 
Ow 1'! n~r b) ( dl j r 1& I' li a ) 
(~ ra) 
(gi.'la) 
(grj, tts). 
(grl ~a) 
(Ha vir e) 
(hQ.Qf) 
( l~a' o) (men)-
(nape) 
(p~~n~l rz 
(~) . 
( ra bl. ez) 
(ro..of) 
(r015t) 1 v ( a'fJ. kre re jus ) ( sti' tua) 
(atr~'ta) 
( T[z d~) 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
A II.J v (ar i.al) (noo) 
(av ) 
< ba) ( bl~t) 
(b~h) 
(k'ap' sul) 
(chic) ( cllck) 
(kU) 
( cr'ick) 
oru.l > 'v ( d1 ji t~l 1 s) 
(er a) 
(gal' a) 
(grat) (gr'i I rnUS) 
(Ha wa1 ya) 
(hoof> , (las oo) (mrn) 
(n'ifp).., (pen al.Iz) (lara) v 
(r~b .iz) 
(rOOf) (rout) 
( 11) 
( sta) ' ( str~ ta) ( taoz1 di.) 
(The teacher selects the most commonly mispronounced 
words from this list to be used in the ~ A Day project dur-
ing the study of macrons.) 
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sound quite discouraging, but if these ways are pointed out 
to you, you will be more resourceful in locating words in 
the dictionary. If you find the macron a sound is not spell 
ed the way you thought, try, try again. It has to be one of 
the other seven combinations. 
List these words under the correct columns as shown in 
the example given. When you finish, you should have ten ex-
amples in each column with the exception of the ea column 
in which there are eight. 
The sound of the macron ! is rarely represented by the . 
vowel au as in gauge, and so there is not a column for it. 
lay, deign, tail, convey, beige, tale, labor, breaker, neigh 
bor, hay, hail, seine, bake, daybreak, gravy, navy, beef-
steak, pane, skein, pain, whey, gray, eighty, face, lady, 
stay, vain, veil, yea, neigh, nail, hey-day, paper, gale, 
heinous, braid, grey, tray, eighteen, stray, freight, prey, 
train, stage, reindeer, station, clay, weight, greyhound, 
lame, reign, maple. 
a a-e a,.i . ay ea a.i ey eigh 
1. acre rate gain gay break vein they weigh 
2. bacon · . grate gait way g. rea t reign obey eight 
3. cable take fain slay steak feign survey s.le·igh 
4. 
5. 
6. 
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a. 
9. 
(SG-4) Homonyms ~ contain the macron sound of ~·-­
Homonyms are words that are pronounced the same but are spelle 
differently and mean differently. These ca1ise many misspelled 
words. List and briefly define homonyms that have the sound 
I 
of macron a as are shown in examples below. Some homonyms I 
have three and four forms. Be sure your definition is the same 
I 
part of speech as that of the homonym. You will be asked to I 
list homonyms that have each of the macron sounds. You will 
save time by writing on another piece of paper all homonyms 
that you find. 
1. gate, an opening in a wall. 21. rain,water from the clouds 
2. gait, a slow manner of walk- 2$. rein,a strap of a bridle. 
ing 
3. 23. reign,the rule of a king. 
4. 24. 
5. 25. 
6. 26. 
7. 27 
s. 28. 
9. 29. 
10. 30. 
11. 31. 
12. 32. 
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13. 33. 
14. 34. 
15. 35. 
lo. 36. 
17. 37. 
18. 38. 
19. 39. 
20. 40. 
( SG- 5) Spelling the macron sound of _!·--The sound repre-
sented by the macron ! is spelled in six different ways. This 
sound has two combinations that are well known trouble spots 
in spelling. 
1, The fi~st one is the verb ending,cede and ceed. 
There are only three words that have the ending,ceed; 
namely, exceed, proceed, and succeed. All other end 
ings pronounced this way end in cede. These endings 
are shown in the second and third columns below. Is 
not that a helpful point? 
2. The second trouble spot that has the macron e , sound 
is ie and ei that always occur within the syllable. 
This well known rule will help you to spell these 
words correctly: 
Place i before e 
Except after £ 
Or when sounded like a 
A.s in neighbor and weigh. 
· T~ere are a few exceptions to this rule which you will 
· list in another exercise. However, this rule is your first 
step in mastering these 11 spelling demons." 
Words like machine and police which have the macron e 
sound given to the vowel i are rare exceptions. 
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List these words under the proper headings of the columns 
below. Each column should have ten examples. 
siege, increase, depot, between, eve, decent, hero, asleep, 
here, perceive, leaf, priest, leisure, reach, breeze, legal, 
sincere, thief, neither, least, scene, degree, equal, creep, 
veto, severe, feast, relief, weird, zero, cheap , street, ex-
treme, seize, stream, pier, steel, prefix:, concrete, belief, 
conceive, grieve. 
e e-e ee ea ei ie 
be cede exceed reason ceiling piece 
fe.ver precede succeed defeat receive grief 
cedar concede proceed retreat deceive brief 
recent mere greet conceal conceit niece 
I 
Homonyms 
(SG-6) Homonyms that contain macron~ sound.--Many 
homonyms that give you difficulty in spelling have the macron 
e sound. List and define as many as you can in the spaces be~ 
low. You will find it difficult to fill them all at one time; 
instead, when you find one as you e.re preparing your other lea 
sons, add it t o your list. 


(SG-8) Self-Test.--A comparison of the first two exer-
cises on ways of spelling the 
macron a and macron e sounds, 
shows that each sound is repre• 
sented by the vowel combinations, 
ea and &• It is no wonder you 
often mfs~pei1 words that have 
these combinations. This exer-
cise will call your attention 
more closely to this comparison. 
In the two columns at the right, 
list the words given below under 
the proper sound according to the 
pronunciation of the ea and ei 
combinations: 
skein, either, steak, streak, lei-
sure, sea, ceiling, great, leaf, 
reach, conceit, wheat, veil, stream, 
receive, rein, break, easy, conceal, 
perceive, meat, reindeer, steal, weak, 
vein, deceive, plea, reign, cheap, 
creak, conceive, eat, seize, feast, 
breaker, beat, feign, seat, east, 
weir, least, weird. beast, yea, in-
crease, neither, seine, peach, deceit-
ful, flea, beige, deceit. 
One column has fourteen examples 
and the other one has thirty-eight. 
Did you get that divisiom? 
a e 
skein either 
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(SG-9) Spelling the macron i sound.-·The sound represent ' 
ing the macron i is spelled seven different ways. Place thea 
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words under the proper heading in the column below: 
idol, pie, surprise, iteni, delight, gyve, idle, cypress, re-
ply, spice, type, flight, dime, typhoid, right, insight, 
python, byre, nine, lie, bible, tyrant, untie, nigh, shine, 
fie, miser, alibi, wire, tight, cyclone. 
i · i-e ie igh y y-e ye 
bind line tie night spy style rye 
quiet quite lJ.ie sigh why pyre lye 
c.ll:ma.x nii te vie might my lyre eye 
title incline belle flight cycle rhyme bye 
spider provide die knight hyphen gyve dye 
The words, quiet and quite, are frequently confused. Per 
haps if you notice that quiet has two syllables, qui ~t, and 
quite only one syllable, you will overcome this error. 
1. What three spelling combinations of the macron 1 
sound are used but a very few times? 
2. · When the~ sound occurs within a syllable followed 
by a consonant, it will usually be represented by what two 
spelling combinations of the macron i sound? 
3. Which spelling combination of the macron i sound is 
never used at the end of a word? 
iSG-lO)Homonyms that contain macron i sound.-- Many 
homonyms that give you difficulty in spelling have the macron 
i sound. List and define other examples in the spaces below. 
--------+---D- o---n-o_t __ t_r_y __ t_o __ f_i_l_l __ t_h_am all at once; find them as you are prel 
paring your other lessons. 
1. cite, to quote. 
2. sight, a vision 
3. site, a location 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. indict, to accuse 
12. indite, to write down 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
of the exercises on (SG-11) Self-Test.--A comparison 
ways of spelling ma--cron e and i 
sounds, shows that the combina= e T 
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tion ie is used to represent both------p~i-e_r __________ f~i~e--------
sounds. In the two columns at 
the right, list the following 
words according to the pronuncia-
tion of the ie combinations. 
pier, fie, piece, tie, pie, tier, 
untie, yield, lie, priest, hie, 
niece, field, die, believe, grieve, 
pierce, relief, belie, shield, fief, 
achieve, relieve, vie, liege., re-
prieve, retrieve. 
One column has ~ighteen exam-
plea and the other one has nine. 
(SG-12) Spelling the macron £·--The sound represented 
by the macron £ is spelled in six different ways. 
List the following words under their correct col~~s. 
All columns have ten examples except the last one. 
goat, wrote, bolt 1 poultry, glow, roe, suppose, crocus, cloak, 
shoulder, mellow, robe, noble, shallow, road, woe, soul, poloJ 
coach, course, thrown, drove, throne, window, coat, ditto~ 
boulder, floe, fourth, croak, yellow, sore, poet, crow, four, 
shone, roast, moment. 
0 o-e oa ow · CU oe 
.frozen 
gold 
colt 
home 
rose 
lone 
goal 
loaf 
foam 
grow 
elbow 
shown 
pour .foe 
court hoe 
mourn toe 
(SG-13) Homonyms that contain macron .2. sound.--.A..n un-
usually l arge number of homonyms contain the macron £ sound. 
List and define examples in the spaces below as you find them 
in you~ _other class preparations. 
1. doe, fe~~le of deer. 
2. do, a musical sound name 
o. dough, unbaked bread. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
s. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. road, a path 
22. rode, past tense of ride. 
23. rowed, propelled with oa s. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
34. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
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(SG-14) Spallin~ the macron ££·--The sound represented b 
the macron £2 is spelled in eight different ways. 
Care must be taken not to confuse the u and oo sounds. 
It -1 li -I I ' The word coupon is pronounced koo pon11 , not kU pon. The com-
mon mistake is made by pronouncing the u as oo. Yet you would 
not pronounce the ~ in the word group as macron u. If you 
do not check your pronunciation frequently in the dictionary, 
careless habits will play many tricks on you. 
The oo has only two sounds, the macron and the breve. 
Many times the macron is mispronounced by giving it a breve 
sound; for example, the words, hoof and roof have a macron 
and not a breve. Notice similar mistakes when you study the 
breve. 
Do not classify such words as ~ or tune under the u-e 
column. These belong in the macron u exercise. Do you mis-
pronounce these words? 
The oo sound repres ented by ~ as in through rarely 
occurs. 
List these words under the proper headings in the col-
umns below. You will not find many examples for the .2_, .2_!, 
and ui columns. There are not many homonyms with the macron 
oo sound. Place an asterisk beside any that wou find. 
scoop, bouquet, ruinous, shrewd, approve, recruit, insure, 
construe, plural, croup, move, mood, blue, true, fruit, rule, 
recluse, brew, rue, souvenir, droop, jubilee, disprove, bruta]f , 
threw, reprove, blue, coupon, seclude, troop, rumor, bloom, I 
remove, rouge, crew, conclude, troupe, moon, strew, reprove, 
ruby, crude, croon, rural, routine, rude. 
•, 
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00 ou p u u-e ue ui -ew 
*too group -11-to truth flute *flue bruise -lE-flew 
~E-root *route do truant chute glue juice grew 
choose soup prove cruel prune clue cruise chew 
( SG-15) Spelling the macron ~.--The sound represented by I 
the macron u is spelled in five different ways. 
This is the most mispronounced of the macron sounds. The 
u is pronounced as oo. The words, duty and bugle, both have a j 
macron u. You would not think of saying boo gle, but do not 
y9u say d£2 ty? Now pronounce them both stressing the mecron 
u. Place these words under the proper headings in the columns 
below. Then say them over until the macron u sounds natural 
to you. 
lucid, numerator, neuter, hue, knew, avenue, neutral, duke, 
snew, student, salute, studio, eulogy, pursue, renew, Europe, 
subdue, tulip, reduce, nephew, illum1nate, new, Teuton, 
solitude, duplicate, mew, revenue, euchre, institute, residue, 
mildew, statue, duplex, eucalyptus, neptune, value, dilute 
eulogist, steward, ensue, sinew, revolution, euphony, lure, 
institution. 
u 
duty 
stupid 
u-e 
tune 
tube 
ue 
due 
.Sue 
eu 
feud 
feudal 
ew 
dew 
few 
(SG-16) ~-Test.--A comparison 
of the two exercises which show the 
different ways of spelling the sounds 
represented by oo and ~' shows that 
the two combinations ue and ew are 
used in both sounds. In the columns 
at the right, list the following words 
under the proper sound according to 
the pronunciation of these two combi-
nations: 
true, knew, construe, value, mildew, 
drew, statue, rue, ,threw, sinew, 
clue, crew, rescue, curfew, continue, 
glue, flew, nephew, flue, pursue, 
renew, due, blue, mew, avenue, blew, 
dew, chew, cue, new, stew, grew, sue, 
screw, ~avenue, bedew, few, strew, 
residue, clew, steward, brew, subdue, 
duty, ensue, shrewd, imbrue, ewe, 
indue, kewpie. 
One column has t\venty examples 
and the other one haa thirty examples. 
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00 u 
true knew 
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Mastery Test 
I. Place a macron o7er each vowel the. t has a macron sound. 
save rain COB. t pen hoof' 
lay life taxes might bit 
pipe hat roof tune fate 
book write note step wreck 
fancy late clever kite fight 
cable noble sole limp goose 
evil ranch grant lime ditch 
loan booth scale chum took 
huge strict hinge risk base 
ankle rifle fire stretch rime 
II. Fill in the spaces with the letters, ei or ie, to com-
plete the word. Example: chief 
1. cone t 11. bel ve 
2. misch f 12., sl __ gh 
3. fr __ ght 13. br f 
4. anc nt 14. h __ ght 
5. w rd 15. f ld 
6. forf t 16. v n 
--
7. s ze 17. gr __ f 
s. rec ve 18. w __ ght 
--
9. h r 19. a __ ge 
10. pat __ nt 20. n..__ ce 
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III. Homonyms that have the sound represented by the macron 
are listed below. Beside each one, write the correct 
spelling of another homonym. Example: aisle isle 
1. ate 16. die 
2. bail 17. find 
3. base 18. flee 
4. be 19. gate 
5. beach 20. gra:te 
6. beat 21. key 
7. beer 22. new 
8. board 23. night 
9. boulder 24. mien 
10. brake 25. !Ill her 
11. bridal 26 • . pail 
12. cede 27. peace 
13. ceiling 28. plain 
14. creak 29·. stake 
15. days 30. yoke 
Unit Assignment IV-B 
(Tentative time allotment: two one-hour periods) 
(SG-1) Pronouncing the modified macron.--The second 
diacritical mark we shall study is the modified macron (•). 
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It differs from the macron in that it has a perpendicular 
line which makes the sound just half as long as the macron. 
The sound is just the same as the macron only it is stressed 
leas heavily, as the accent is on another syllable. A..n under-
standing of this mark depends upon a knowledge of accent. In 
I 
the word, hu !!!:£1 the accent is on the first syllable which 
gives the ~ the long sound of the macron; in the word, 
..,._ I hu ~, the accent is on the second syllable which accounts 
for the modified macron u. The modified macron never appears 
on a one-syllable word, because this mark is used only on an 
unaccented syllable. 
On the next page are examples of words containing the 
modified macron vowels. Complete each column of words by 
writing examples which begin with the listed consonants and 
contain the modified macron vowels that appear at the top of 
each column. Place a modified macron over the vowel on which 
the mark is used, as examples show. Mark the accent and the 
modified macron sound on each example. (More persistency will 
be needed to find examples for the~ and~ columns than for t~e · 
e and o columns.) Which vowel is not used with the modified 
macron? 
I 
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a e 0 u 
-
I • be I bo I bt I bi car bon ate yond tan ic col ic 
,_.. 
..... I 
"'" 
I 
-' -4 cur ate ere ate co her ent cu mu late 
d d d d 
f f f f 
g g g g 
m m m m 
Note: In the dictionaries published several years ago 
.I.. 
the ~was used in words ending in age. In recent diction-
v 
aries,the age is shown in the respelling as !J· · Do not use 
words ending in age as examples. 
Preliminary Test 
Place a modified· macron over each vowel that has a mod-
ified macron sound. Remember this mark is never placed on a 
vowel where the primary accent occurs. 
used with a one-syllable word. 
1. delay 6. review .11. regular 
12. proceed 
Therefore, it is neve~ 
16. cable 
2. balloon 7. hoping 17. detail 
3. station 8. sedan 13. scene 18. threat 
4. prefer 9. detour 14. draft 19. prevent 
5. zero 10. sure 15. popular 20. singing 
I 
The following exercise will show you many words that, / 
undoubtedly, you have been mispronouncing. The next time you 
mispronounce a word, correct yourself. It is an excellent 
way of fixing the correct form in your mind. 
. (SG-2) ~ you mispronounce these words?--Listed below 
are a few of the many words that are mispronounced because a 
vowel is not given the sound of the modified macron. When 
this mistake occurs, the accent is usually on the wrong syl-
lable. You can not master this list at once, but you will 
need to turn to it many times. Do not be satisfied until you 
have mastered these words. Add other examples to the list. 
1. accurate 
2. devotee 
3. eczema 
4. factory 
5. gondola 
6. Helena 
7. history 
a. laboratory 
9. memory 
10. monotonous 
11. New Orleans 
12. vegetation 
13. violet 
14. zoology 
-..~ I .J. "' 
ak u•ra t , not 
v 1-. -dev O•te not 
v I ..., , 
ek ze•ma not 
I.J . , • v 
fac to•ri not 
v I • · gon d£•la not 
v ,... • 
hel e•na not 
v , . ... u 
his to•ri not 
v ,.._ • ~ v 
lab O•ra.to.ri not 
\) ,... v 
mem £ •ri not 
... v ,.... IJ 
mo.not.o.nus not 
-A' ~v 
nu.or.le.ans not 
v ...L _t IJ 
veg·~·ta.ahun not 
-t .... v 
vi o·let not 
.J.. u ,.... v 
ZO•Ol•Oeji not 
v I v 
ak rat 
+ _, -
de vo te 
e
vk -I • ze ma 
v I v 
fac tri 
v -' • gon do la 
V - I • he len a 
""' I u his tri 
V/ • V lab ra to ri 
V I u 
mem ri 
-4- vi "" 
mo.not nus 
- 1\ - I nu or lena 
v v _J u 
veg i ta shun 
_, "' 
vi let 
vi_._ u 
zoo ol o ji 
(SG-3) The modified macron in the prefix.--A.. prefix is a 
letter, syllable, or word placed before the body of a word to 
modify ita meaning. In the word, regain, gain is the body or 
?9 
stem of the word and re is the prefix. As the accent does 
not occur on the prefix of a word, the vowel of the pre£ix is 
usually marked with a modi£ied macron. Many words are mis -
pronounced, because a macron sound is given the vowel of the 
pre£ix. The letter e is the most common vowel used in the 
pre£ixes. 
Divide these words into syllables and place the primary 
accent and the modified macron in the proper places. Check 
your results in the dictionary. Be sure to correct your wron0 
I 
pronunciations. Do you notice that pre£ixes always are writ- ' 
ten in a separate syllable? 
I ~ I decay (de cay) prevent ( pre vent) 
decline re£lect 
defeat reserve 
defense respect 
despise review 
destroy recur 
detail record 
detour secure 
precede secrete 
pretense select 
Now turn back to your second lesson on syllables, page 
'1 -e:., and notice the prefixes that have the modified macron. 
(SG-4) The modified macron o is o.ften mispronounced.--The 
- --
modi£ied macron o appears in the pre£1x of a word (auto graph), 
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in the middle of a word as a separate syllable (frivolous), 
and in the suffix of a word (sa tis fac to ry). The suffix 
is one or more letters or syllables added to the root of a 
word to modify its meaning. The o is moat frequently mispro-
nounced in the suffix, as the .2. is omitted; for example, the 
word satisfactory, is carelessly pronounced as satis fact'ry. 
In the first two uses, the .2. is likely to be sounded wrongly 
as the ~ in sofa; for example, autograph becomes ~ graph 
and frivolous becomes friv a lous. The o must be given a full 
----
round sound even though it does occur in the unaccented ayl-
lable. 
Divide these words into syllables and place the accent 
and modified macron in the proper places. Check up your re-
sults with the dictionary. Be sure to correct your careless 
pronunciations. 
autograph 
brocade 
calorie 
compulsory 
contradictory 
declamatory 
directory 
domni tory 
economy 
exclamatory 
explanatory 
I ..._ (au to graph) /..._ gasoline (gas o 
introductory 
laboratory 
location 
memory 
molasses 
preparatory 
satisfactory 
territory 
zoology 
rectory 
line) 
Perhaps you are surprised to find how many words you have 
been pronouncing carelessly. 
(SG-5) An important use of modified macron u in pronun-
ciation and spelling.-- ~wiil notice thit all-these words 
have the letter u in or near the middle of the word. Frequent 
B-1 
---
ly, some of these words are misspelled by omitting the ~, be-
cause the u is not pronounced plainly. Do you ever make 
these mistakes? 
Divide these words into syllables. Then, mark accents 
and modified macron ~· Notice that the accent never comes 
on the syllable which has the modified macron sound. 
angular 
argumen~ 
casual 
circulate 
/...J... (ang u lar) 
conspicuous 
continuous 
executive 
genuine 
insulate 
January 
jugular 
miraculous 
muscular 
peculiar 
popular 
querulous 
regular 
reputation 
ridiculous 
singular 
scrupulous 
spectacular 
I -'-(mi rae u lous) 
In this exercise, the modified macron u came as a sep-
arat-e syllable. In the next exercise, this vowel is combined 
with a consonant. 
(SG-6) Another sound of modified macron u.-- A frequent 
error in pronunciation occurs when the u follows certain con-
sonants. In the word, literature, the last syllable is marked 
tur. The tu should be given a more or less clear sound of ch 
and not as tu which is a very affected pronunciation of this 
word. The ch sound is indicated by the curve, · a ligature, 
which joins the letters, t and ~· A similar sound occurs in 
some of the combinations of du and deur. 
Divide the words listed below into syllables. Mark the 
; . 
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· accents, the modified macron sounds, and the cu,rve which join 
the two letters. Use the dictionary to check your results. 
Pronounce these words with a slight ch sound. 
. I ~ I 
adventure (ad ven "Bire) miniature (min i a 13lre) 
capture 
congratulate 
educate 
fixture 
fortunate 
gradual 
graduate 
individual 
intellectual 
lecture 
mixture 
moisture 
natural 
procedure 
punctuate 
puncture 
schedule 
situation 
spatula 
spiritual 
In the following exercise, you will have a chance to 
see if you know macron sounds from modified macron sounds. 
Mastery Test on Macron and Modified Macron 
I. Mark each underlined vowel with a macron or modified 
macron. A. helpful practice is to mark the primary accent of 
each word before you place the diacritical mark. 
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1. be low 16. sav ing 
2. hid ing 17. d.!_ light 
3. r_! port 18. claim 
4. gr!:_ .VY 19. guide 
5. be have 20. r~ gret 
6. re lation 21. not ed 
7. re fer 22. be lieve 
-
8. pr£ gram 23. pr~ pare 
9. in deed 24. re lieve 
10. fin est 25. scale 
11. smQQth 26. re fuse 
12. re tire 27. st!_ge 
13. rooster 28. re source 
14. shown 29. de clare 
15. re cite 30. pr~ fer 
II. These ten words are taken from the Study Guide shee\t 
which is enti~led, ttDo You Mispronounce These Words?" Each 
example has one vowel that has the modified macron sound. 
Place the accent on the correct syllable and then mark the 
modified macron over the correct vowel. 
1. dev o tee 6. his to ry 
2. eo ze ma 7. mem o ry 
' 3. fac to ry s. New Orleans 
4. gon do la 9. veg e ta tion 
5. Hel ene. 10. vi o let 
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Unit Assignment IV-C 
(Tentative time allotment: four one-hour periods) 
(SG-1) Pronouncing ~ Breve.--The third diacritical 
mark we shall study is the breve (v). The macron and the 
breve are by far the most common marke. used in the diction-
ary. Perhaps you have called the breve sound the short sound 
Below are examples of words containing the breve vowels. Com-
1 plate each column of words by writing examples which begin I 
with the consonants listed at the top of each column. Place a ~ 
breve over the vowel that is being used, as examples show. I 
Be sure that your word has the breve sound. Perhaps the I 
same method that you used for the macron in testing the sound 
v v v v 
will help you; for example, c~p, ~ ' B;~, !.• 
a e i 0 00 u 
\.1 v v v book v banner better bitter borrow bucket 
v v v v COok cd'stom camp center cinder cobbler 
d d d d f d 
f f f f g f 
g g g g h g 
h h h h 1 h 
j j j j m j 
1 k k 1 n 1 
m 1 ·1 m p m 
n m m n t n 
8.5 
------ir--------------------------------·- --------·-,-- ---
(SG-2) A Contrast of the Macron ~ the Breve.--This ex-
ercise will help you distinguish the difference between the 
macron and the breve. In the first colu."ll!l, the list of words 
containsthe breve vowel. First, place the correct diacritica 
mark over each vowel in the first column. Add an e t o each 
word in the first column and write it in the second column. 
Now the vowel has the macron sound instead of the breve sound. 
Place the correct diacritical mark over the proper vowels. 
After the two columns are complete, pronounce them several 
times i n this order: bit, bite; ca n, cane. In pronouncing 
them, do you make a clear distinction between the breve vowel 
and the macron vowels? 
1. Is the breve vowel formed at the front or in the middle 
of the mouth? 
2. Is the macron vowel formed at the front or in the middle 
of the mouth? 
1. 2. 1. 2. 
v bite bit; n<:>t note 
can pin 
cap prim 
oub rat 
.fad rim 
grim rip 
hat rob 
kit scrap 
mat sit 
nap slat 

vlv 
- J v solace is ~is not sol is 
textile is v I v v I -tex til not tex til 
valet is I.J I v val et not v -I val a 
(The teacher selects the most commonly mispronounced 
words from this list to be used i n the ~A Day project 
during the study of breves.) 
Preliminary Test on the Breve Sounds 
An important caution about studying diacritical marks 
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is to be sure you have learned the sound of each mark before 
you turn to the next one. Perhaps you remember in the study 
of long division in arithmetic how confused you became if you 
missed one .step. These frequent tests give you a chance to 
see if you are learning the marks as you proceed. 
Place a breve over each vowel that has a breve soUnd. 
You should place a breve over ten of these twenty words. 
1. badge 11. tramp 
2. gave 12. pure 
3. became 13. wind 
4. back 14. boat 
5. star 15. drum 
6. five 16. thistle 
7. gem 17. meet 
8. black 18. book 
9. stripe 19. spice 
10. child 20. jump 
I 
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(SG-4) Ways of spelling vowel sounds represented £! the 
breve.--The breve has a few combinations that give you troub~ 
in spelling. If you can not find a word in the dictionary 
because it is not spelled the way y.ou visualize or sound the I 
word, these spelling combinations of the sound give you a line 
of thought. 
a. Spelling the breve a sound.--The breve a sound does 
not cause trouble in spelling as it is not represented in any 
word by a combination of vowels. Do you not wish that all 
words were a breve a? 
Let us notice a few homonyms that have the sound of the 
breve a. Write the other homonym for each one listed, and 
briefly define each homonym. 
1. bad 5. sac 
2. jam 6. tacked 
3. rap 7. · tax 
4. wrapped 8. tracked 
b. Spelling the breve ~ sound.--The breve ~ sound is 
represented in two ways; namely, the letter ~ as in red and 
the combination of ea as in head. The latter causes some 
trouble in spelling becau se of the silent a. Write the re-
spelling for eaoh of these words and plaoe breves over the 
proper vowel. 
bread v (bred) lead v (led) 
dead leaven 
dread meadow 
head read 
heaven tread 
----
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c. Spelling the breve i sound.--Perhaps you will declare 
the breve i sound is your Spelling Enemy Number One as there 
are seven ways of spelling this sound; namely, ~ (sit), ain 
(certain), ie (sieve), ei (forfeit),~ (valley), ui (build), 
and 1.. ( city) • 
The first spelling of ! is not likely to be misspelled, i 
it is pronounced plainly. 
The breve i sound that is spelled ain (certain) is com-
monly confused with the numerous ian endings. Here is a aim-
ple guide that will surely help you. Spell only these end-
ings with ain that have the in sound; words ending in ian 
have three oommon sounds; name:J;y, yan (Italian), ~ (musician) ,, 
and i !£ (guardian). 
Write the respelling and breves for the underlined syl-
lables in the f'ollowing list of' words. 
v 
bar gain (gin) our tain 
oap tain fountain 
oer te.in mountain 
chap lain villain 
chief tain plantain 
I 

I 
I. 
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words, the y:_ is in the first syllable (mystery) and in other 
words, the z appears at the end (city). All~ are respelled 
as ! in the respelling. 
Write the respelling and breves for the . underlined syl-
lables in these words. 
ci ~ 
eel er 
cur 1z 
tru !z 
sur !z 
1.. 
v ( ti) EZ lin der 
~ nas tic 
mys tar y 
!IE, i cal 
~ i cal . 
You will profit by studying these groups of words if 
you will keep two things in mind. First, notice all the com-
binations of letters used in spelling the breve i sound so 
that you will be more resourceful in locating these words in 
the dictionary; second, study the spelling. Have some one 
test you on the spelling of these words. 
d. Spelling the breve o sound.--The breve o sound is mo t 
·v U IJ 
commonly found with the single vowel as in cob, ~~ and rob. 
In a few words, the breve £ sound is spelled with an~ 
v 
as in the word, wash (wosh). Write the respelling of the 
underlined syllables in these words and place the breve over 
the proper letters. 
' \J 
was (wos) 
wash a ble 
-,w.sp 
war rant 
war ri or 
was sail 
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----------r--------------------------------------------------------------------·r--------
ac cor di on · dove 
col or some 
come som er sault 
com fort son 
done ton nage 
The breve u sound is spelled with an~ in many words. 
Sometimes this vowel combination is at the beginning of the 
word as in doubly, and sometimes it is at the end as in 
famous. 
Mark the breves in the respelling of the underlined syl-
lables. 
rough 
slough 
sou thern 
touch 
tough 
\) (ruf) cau tious 
cu ri ous 
gen er ous 
mon atrous 
re li gioua 
v (shus) 
Let us notice a few homonyms that have the sound of the 
breve u. Write the other homonym for each one listed, and 
briefly define each homonym. 
1. done 
2. none 
3. plum 
4. rung 
5. scull 
6. some 
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f. Spelling the breve ~ sound.--The breve ££ sound is 
v \J v 
most commonly found in such words as book, look, and took. 
In many words,the sound of the breve oo is spelled with 
fll+e letter u. Mark the breves in the spelling of the under-
lined syllables. 
bull et u (bool) pud ding 
care ful pull et 
fit ful pull ey· 
jur ist pul pit 
_jur or push 
(SG-5) Macron and breve ~ guides in spelling.--One of 
the most common spelling errors is found in forming past tense ! 
of monosyllables. The ever present question is, to double or 
not to double the consonant. It is foolish for you to make 
this error when there is such a simple rule that will almost 
always gUide you correctly. 
When you have completed this exercise on the next page, 
no doubt you will have reasoned out the rule by yourself. 
Place the correct diacritical marks over the underlined vowels 
in these words. Then, write the past tense and the present 
participle of each word, placing the correct diacritical marks 
over the vowels. 
.I 
I 
-: I 
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past present past present 
verbs tense Eartici;Ele . verbs tense 12artici;Ele 
"' 
v bat batted b!_tting rim 
bate bated bating rime 
dot rob 
dote robe 
h.£P scrap 
hope scrape 
mat slat 
mate slate 
m_£P slop 
mope Sl£Pe 
pin str!,p 
pine stripe 
pl~p wag 
pl~ne wage 
1. When a monosyllable ends in a single consonant pre-
ceded by a single vowel, what mark is placed over the vowel? 
2. When you add the letter e to this same monosyllable, 
what mark is placed over the vowel? 
Write the rule in your own words. 
Rule: 
Mastery Test on Macrons, Modified Macrons, and Breves 
Mark the underlined vowel of each word with the proper 
diacritical mark. Perhaps you will want to mark the accented 
syllable of each word before you place the diacritical .mark, 
as was suggested in the last test. Macrons and breves are 
often used on accented syllables. Modified macrons are used 
only on unaccented syllables; therefore, never on one-syllable 
words. 
r. 
1. elbow 13. bread 
2. de fense 14. thun der 
3. ex · ceed 15. cen ter 
4. cin der 16. re ceive 
5 . hu man 17. stu dent 
6. de feat 18. niece 
7. p~ pil 19. pr!!_ cede 
8. con ceal 20. no ble 
9. pr~ vent 21. cue tom 
10. fa mous 22. d~ cay 
11. break er 23. cob bler 
12. d~ ty 24. re fleet 
25. ban ner 
I I . 
Each of these words has a vowel that is commonly mis-
pronounced because it is not given the sound of the breve . 
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Unit Assignment IV-D 
(Tentative time allotment: two one-hour periods) 
(SG-1) Pronouncing the circumflex.--The next diacritical 
mark we study is the circumflex (A). This mark is used only 
with the three vowels, ~~ £, and u. Notice in the examples 
below that the circumflex always appears either on a one-
syllable word or on the syllable where the accent occurs. The 
circumflex vowel often precedes the letter r. It is difficult 
to pronounce the circumflex vowel separately from the r as the 
two letters seem to blend. However, in the exercises show-
ing the different ways of spelling the circumflex vowel sounds, 
you will notice many examples of the circumflex that are not 
followed by an r. 
Below are listed examples of words containing the cir-
cumflex vowels. Complete each column of words by writing ex-
amples which begin with the listed consonants and contain the 
circumflex vowel that appears at the top of the column. Place 
a circumflex over the vowel that you use, as in the printed 
examples. 
a. o. u. 
" " " bare border burn 
..... 
c8rner c11rl care 
d d d 
f f f 
h h h 
m 1 1 
p m m 
r p p 
s s s· 
t t t 
. + 
g:g' 
(SG-2) Review lesson ~ ciroumflex.--Remember tho oiroumi 
flex is used only with the letters~, £• u. The~ always has 
an r sounded after it as in care, chair, and bear and has a 
light, airy sound. 
The £ is commonly followed by an ~ as in for; however, 
many words that have a in the correct spelling as ball, haul, 
and awl, have the ~ changed to £ in the respelling. 
The u is easy to distinguish bec.ause it is always follow-
ed by an .£ as ln slur. 
Mark only; the vowels that have the circumflex sounds in 
the following examples. You will find ten examples. 
1. pare 11. haste 
2. sole 12. torn 
3. ample 13. limp 
4. surface 14. fair 
5. porter 15. hurl 
6. tumble 16. perform 
7. parent 17. scale 
s. grant 18. robber 
9. stare 19. lurk 
10. grove 20. wind 
(SG-3) Ways of spelling vowel sounds represented £l the 
circumflex.--You have noticed in the preceding exercise that 
the circumflex ia used only with three vowels; namely, a, £, 
and u. The sound of the circumflex in each of these vowels 
·I 
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is spelled in five different combinations. You should study 
particularly the ones that are your "trouble makerst' in spell 
ing. 
a 
a. Spelling the circumflex-sound.--There are five ways 
of spelling the circumflex ~ sound, and all of these sounds 
are followed by an r. When you pronounce a word that has this 
sound, you will know that it is spelled one of these ways: ar 
(care), ai (chair), ~(pear), ~(there), or ei (their). 
No doubt you have used mostly ~ examples in the first 
column of the preceding exercise. The majority of the cir-
cumflex ~words are spelled with an~ combination. 
The ai spelling of this vowel occurs in a few words. 
Mark the circumflex vowels in the respelling of these words. 
chair 
dairy 
fair 
flair 
1\ (char) glalr 
hair 
lair 
pair 
I 
I 
.f 
The ~ spelling of this vowel occurs in a very few words. 
Mark the circumflex vowels in the respelling of these words. 
bear 
bearer 
bearing 
/\ (bar) pear 
tear 
wear 
The ~ spelling es in where (wh~r) and the ei spelling as 
1\ in heir (ar) occur very rarely. 
b. §Palling the circumflex o sound.--There are five ways 
--------~------------------------------------------------------~Gl 
1\ 
of spelling the circumflex£ sound; namely, f£r (for), walk . 
" " " l\ (wolk), haul (hol), !!1 (ol), and bought (bot). The first one 
is always followed by the letter r • 
- ' 
the second one fs some-
times followed by the letter ~ ; the other three are never fol 
lowed by the letter ~· No doubt you are having trouble in 
trying to make the same sound of the circumflex o in these 
five examples. The circumflex o is the only example of irreg-
ularity of sound you will find in the study of all the dia-
critical marks. 
Mark the circumflex o in the respelling of the underlined 
syllables of these words. 
be fore 
born 
corpse 
forge 
fork 
(f~r) horse 
mor tar 
£!: gan 
or der 
per form 
Mark the circumflex o in the respelling of the under-
lined syllables of these words. This ~ is made farther bs.ck 
in the mouth than the o. Pronounce the words c~b and ball ,_ 
(b~l); you will note the difference. 
ball ( b'dl) war ble 
fall ward 
false wal nut 
fal ter wal rus 
malt waltz 
. I 
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-t-----
In the third and fourth ways of spelling the circumflex 
sound, the letter r does not follow the vowel. Mark the cir-
cumflex vowels in the respelling of these two groups. 
au (~t) aw aught aw--rul 
au to bawl 
cause call 
cau tion drawl 
clause drawn 
flaunt flaw 
jaunt law ful 
launch lawn 
pause pawn 
taught straw 
The ou spelling occurs in a few words. Mark the circum-
flex vowel in these words. 
bought 
brought 
fought 
(b~t) sought 
thought 
wrought 
1\ The oa spelling as in broad (brod) rarely occurs. 
Can you spell all these words that have the circumflex o 
sound? After having all the different ways the circumflex o 
can be spelled, do you think you can locate in the dictionary 
any words with this sound? 
c ~elling the circumflex u sound.--There are five ways 
10 3 
-----!--o_f_ a_p_e_l_l_i_n_g __ th_e_c_i _r _c_umf __ l_e_x_ u_ a_o_un_ d_;_ na_ m_e_l_y_ , _lu_r _k_,_ (_l_tr_ k_)_,_ r 
~th (~rth), a~rf (a~f), girl (gl}rl), and w,2rk (w~k). You I 
will notice that all t hese sounds are followed by the letter I 
£ 1 and the circumflex is on the accented syllable. The first 
spelling is by far the most common. As you mark the circum-
flex vowels in the underlined vowels of the syllables of 
these words, you will think of many other examples with the 
circumflex u. 
burst 
~ glar 
curt sy 
slur 
oc cur 
" (burst) pur ple 
pur pose 
sur face 
sur geon 
~plus 
The ea spelling of the circumflex u is not so common. 
Mark the circumflex vowels in the respelling of these words. 
earl 1\ (url) learn 
early · pearl 
ear neat re hearse 
earth search 
heard yearn 
The e spelling of the circumflex u sound is rather common 
As you mark the circumflex vowels in the respelling of the 
underlined syllables of these words, you will, no doubt, think 
of other examples . 
1\ 
e merge (murj) !!.!: pent 
per son al .ser vice 
serf sher bet 
serge verse 
ser mon were 
In these columns showing the !_ spelling of the circum-
flex :!:! in sound, mark the circum£lex vowels in these words . 
birth A (burth) smirch 
first smirk 
firm vir tue 
girl whir 
girth whirl 
Mark the £ spelling of tlie circumflex u in the respell-
ing of these words. 
bor ough A (bur u) world 
thorough worm 
word worthy 
work worry 
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Mastery Test 
I. Mark each underlined vowel in the following examples 
with a macron, modified macron, breve, or circumflex. 
1. coal 26. prepare 
2. sp!!,re 27. j~k 
3. r~ly 28. fright 
4. kneel 29. p~re 
5. leave 30. h_£Ped 
6. p~nny 31. further 
7. stairs 32. storm 
8. S,!lllple 33. climb 
9. burst 34. formal 
10. school 35. forlorn 
11. retail 36. climate 
12. worm 37. squ!:re 
13. tempt 38. flutter 
14. radio 39. surface 
15. str,!!t 40. shelter 
16. scarce 4}.. relieve. 
17. pr~tend 42 .. scorn 
18. cable 43. relation 
19. pl~dge 44. _!ngle 
20. w.2,rthy 45. he.re 
21. select 46. scene 
22. ware 47. delay 
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Unit Assignment IV-E 
(Tentative time allotment: two one-hour periods) 
(SG-1) Pronouncing and spelling the tilde.--The tilde (~) 
is the fifth diacritical mark which we study. It is unusual 
in that it is always represented by ~ in the respelling, 
even though the sound in the correct spelling is represented 
by !..!:' .91:, or ur as well as er. This variance causes many 
misspellings. You notice that the tilde is always followed 
by the letter r. The tilde and the modified macron are alike 1 
rt l in one way as they are both used on unaccented syllables. 
is not necessary to have a separate pronouncing exercise as 
there is only the one sound represented by the tilde (~). 
There are many words that have the er sound in the cor-
rect spelling. Perhaps these groups will help you realize 
the number. Place a tilde over the proper letter. Add other 
examples under each column. 
Nouns from Verbs Inhabitants Not as Endings Adj. and Adv. 
"""'" 
.,.. 
"'"' cold;r buyer foreigner energy 
golfer islander generation deeper 
laborer New Yorker misery faster 
printer Southerner pottery later 
speaker villager property quicker 
(SG-2) Careless pronunciation of the tilde sound.--Are 
I 
you careless in pronouncing these words? You will notice thau 
the mistakes in these words are due to careless pronunciation 
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and place the tilde over the proper letter. 
Nouns AdJectives and Adverbs 
altar ( al ..,... ter ) muscular (mus eu ier 
beggar particular 
burglar popular 
calendar regularly 
collar similar 
liar vulgar 
pi llar backward 
popular eastward 
scholar homeward 
vicar outward 
1. What suf'f'ix is used with adjectives of' comparison 
that you listed in Study Guide one (SG-1)? 
2. What suffix has the meaning of "like" or "pertain-
ing to"? · 
3. Write in your own words a rule that will guide you 
in these words. 
) 
""" (SG-4) Spelling the ~ {~) tilde sound.-~The suf'fix ~ 
is used only with nouns, never with adjectives or adverbs. 
Write the respellings of these words and place the tilde over I 
the proper letters. I 
-sor nouns -tor nouns 
-../ (ak ter ) ( a gres er ) actor a ggressor 

I 
pursue ( per sU: ) 
pursuit 
surpass 
surveyor 
survivor 
censure 
composure 
exposure 
measure 
pleasure 
u/....., (sen sher ) 
1. In the examples above, is the tilde used on the 
accented or unaccented syllables? 
2. In your study of the cir&umflex, did you find the 
mark to be placed on the accented or unaccented 
syllable? 
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(SG-6) Review lesson on circumflex and tilde.--Remember 
the t i lde may be used in~' ~~ £!, and~ combinations, but 
~ A ~ it is always pronounced~· As you notice,!! (care),~ 
.-y (beggar), and~ (sailor) are entirely different sounds. The 
t\ ' ""' 
ur and ~ ( er ). are a little similar but wi 11 not be confusing 
if you keep this rule in mind: 
1\ I The circumflex is used on accented syllables (burner); 
._. I 
the tilde is used on unaccented syllables (sur pass). 
Mark the underlined vowels in the following words with a 
circumflex or tilde. If the letter changes in the respelling 
place that letter over the one in the correct spelling; as, 
I ~ bee; gar. Perhaps it will help you to mark the accents first. 
1. print ~ 11. east ward 
2. doc t or 12. per form 
3. earl 13. jan i tor 
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4. pot t~ y 14. furl 
5. bur gla.r 15. lat er 
6. fa vor 16. p~r sue 
7. law ful 17. .tor ment 
8. pleas .:!:!:re 18. col la.r 
9. _£r gan 19. bor der 
10. cin der 20. form er 
Mastery ~ ~ Circumflex and Tilde I 
I. Mark the underlined vowels in the following words with I 
a circumflex or a tilde. If the vowel of the tilde change ~ 
in the respellingj write the correct vowel and place the I 
tilde over it. 
1. editor 
2. . resort 
3. altar 
4. jani t~_r 
5. record 
6. border 
7 • endeavor 
s. chord 
9. ce1~_ry 
10. forbear 
11. infer 
12. former 
..,.. 
1.3. motor 
Example: 
.......... 
. e 
collar. 
16. cellar 
17. cork 
18. cedar 
19. meter 
20. corner 
21. factor 
22. f_£rge 
. I 
23. church 
I 
I 
23. berth 
25. maj_£r 
26. burn 
27. . seller 
28. tractor 
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14. _£rgan 29. alter 
15. clever 30. churn 
II. The teacher will select forty words from the various 
spelling lists of the tilde and pronounce them to the 
class as a spelling test. 
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Unit Assignment IV-F 
(Tentative time allotment: one half-hour period) 
(SG-1) Pronouncing the diaeresi s.--The sixth diacritical 
mar k is the diaeresis ~ (a). This sound is formed in the 
extreme back part of the mouth as in the word, arm. It is 
usually followed by the letter r. Sound carefully the a in 
each word in the f irst column below. 
Find another word in the dictionary that begins with the 
listed consonant and contains a diaeresis a. Write the re-
spelling of each word, placing accents and diacritical marks 
correctly within the parenthesis. This will be a helpful 
review for you. 
bravado (bra , / -va do b ) 
.. I 
chart chart c 
.. , I , d drama drama 
farther • • I "'"' far ther f 
., I ..., 
garden gar den g 
lava 
.. / . la va 1 
" V I 
marcel mar sel m 
pardon •• I par d l n p 
sardine ·• - I sar den s 
' t yard yard y 
( SG-2) The Diaeresis with French Words.--The sound repre 
sented by the diaeresis mark is spelled with the letter a 
with one exception. There are some French words in the 
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English dictionary that have the letters ~ pronounced like a 
Define each of these words. Pronounce them until you 
are familiar with them. 
.. I . . . . I 
encore (ang korJ entente (Jln tant) 
ennui .. -' (an nwe ) gendarme ,, •• I Lzhan darm) 
enroute .. -I • • •• I lan root.> penchant (pan shan ) 
(SG-3) Do you mispronounce these words?--There are not 
many words mispronounced because a vowel is not given the 
diaeresis sound.' A few commonly mispronounced examples are 
listed below. 
• .. I - I ... 
va do bravado is bra.va do not bra 
v 
•• I~ IJ v 1-+-
.finale is fi.nal e not fi nal e 
.. herth hearth is h.arth not. 
v ,, I v l l...t 
mirage is mi .razh not mir ij 
naive is ... - / na..ev not nav 
Rio Grande is -'- •. I + re. o gran . • da. not 1,) I _... gran da 
• • • • tJ I • v • . v I . 
sarsaparilla is .!!!!:• sa .pa. ri 1. a not sas.~.p~.ril.a 
·an.r"Oot 
I 
<.1 - I 
en route is not en. root 
Mastery Test 
As the diaeresis is used only with the letter ~, the 
test will consist of words that contain the letter a . You 
will mark each a. with a diacritical mark you have studied. 
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1. beggar 13. .farmer 
2. hearth 14. dare 
3. sp!_re 15. scrape 
4. popu1~r 16. chart 
5. l.a te 17. pi11~r 
6. ~mp1e 18. scarce 
7. naive 19. barter 
8. band 20. prep!re 
9. p1!,ne 21. wage 
10. mir~ge 22. C!,MP 
11. curate 23. farther 
12~ data 24. armor 
25. manner 
Unit Assignment IV-G 
(Tentative time allotment: one half-hour period) 
(SG-1) Pronouncing the modified diaeresis.--The modified 
diaeresis (a) is one of the most mispronounced sounds in the 
speech of Americans. We are likely to pronounce the ~with a 
flat brave sound as in the word path instead of the correct 
sound, path. As the sound of the modified diaeresis is placed 
farther back in the mouth than the breve sound which is made I 
in the front, it necessitates our opening our mouths wider. 
Do you suppose that fact accounts for our carelessness? Do 
you feel self-conscious when you pronounce correctly words 
that have this sound? Place a dot over the underlined vowel 
of each word, and then pronounce these words over and over 
until the correct way ·seems the natural way. 
advance calif'· fAsten mast 
adv!:_n tags casket flask p~ss 
aft - cast forecast P!;St 
after castle France p~sture 
afternoon cl~sp gl!_nce p~th 
aghast class gl!;SS pl!!:,nt 
alabaster command gr~nt pl_!ster 
alas craft graph raft 
~nswer . daft gr:!.SP rafter 
ask dance gr!:.SS r~sp 
aunt demand half s!_mple 
\ 
I 
1 
avalanche draft hasp staff 
bask engraft last task 
basket ex!!lJlple l!!ugh telegr_!Ph 
bath f ·ast mask waft 
The t est on these words will be oral. Your grade will 
depend upon your correct pronunciation of the ~ in the words. 
(The teacher selects the most commonly mispronounced word 
from this list to be used in the Word A Day project.) 
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Unit Assignment IV-H 
(Tentative time allotment: one one-hour period) 
( SG-l)Pronouncing the italic ~.--The italic ~is like 
the modified diaeresis in that each has a dot over it. The 
distinguishing feature of these two letters is the way that 
the !, is made in the respelling. The italic ar is a written 
~, but the modified diaeresis is a printed a. The italic~ 
is often used as the first, middle, or last syllable of a 
word. It either forms a syllable alone or ends a syllable; 
it is never used in the middle of a syllable. 
Italic ~ in the first syllable.--The most common use of 
the italic g. is as a first syllable since it appears in 
hundreds of words as ~.bove and ~cross. It is also used as 
the second letter of the first syllable in words such as 
c~boose and f~.tigue. 
Consulting the dictionary, place the accents and dia-
critical marks over the words listed within the parentheses. 
Find another word that begins with the listed letter and con-
tains an italic Q in the first syllable. Write the respell-
ing of each word .placing correctly within the parenthesis the 
accent and all diacritical marks. Be sure that you find ex-
amples with a written Q,ln the given list and your list, 
place a check mark beside any word that you have been mis-
pronouncing. 
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abandon ( a, ban dun ) a 
abuse ( Q., buz a 
achieve ( a.. chev ) a 
adult ( ~dult ) a 
arena (a_ ren a.. . ) a 
banana ( b(t.nan a.. ) b 
caprice ( k!: pres ) c 
garage ( ga. razh ) g 
papyrus ( pa.pi rus ) p 
revine { r a. ven ) r I 
(SG-2 Italic~~ used in the middle of the word.--The 
---
italic~ is used in the middle of many words either as a 
separate syllable or at the end of a syllable. Many carelessl 
ly mispronounce this sound by calling it ani sound (ob' stil, c~e), 
I 
not(oh sti cle). 
Place the ac«ent and diacritical marks over the words 
listed within the parenthesis. Find another word that begins 
with the listed letter and contains an italic~ in the middle 
of the word. Write the respelling of each word, placing cor-
rectly within the parenthesis the accent and all diacritical 
mar ks. Many people place the accent on the wrong syllable in 
the first and sixth words. Do you make these mistakes? Per-
haps you can master the s pelling of the confusing word, 
. 
. sep £L rate, if you picture the italic a.. separating the two 
syllables. 
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hysteria (his ter ia., h 
insomnia (in som ni..Q.. ) i 
magnolia (mag no li (L ) m 
nausea. (no she a., ) n 
piazza (pi az . Cl.i ) p 
( SG-4) Do You Mispronounce These Words?--Listed below 
are a few of the many words that are mispronounced because a 
vowel is not given the sound of the italic~. When this 
mistake occurs, the accent is usually on the wrong syllable. 
. I \ :.1: 
Add to this A other similar examples as you hear them mi spro-
nounced. 
accompaniment 
auxiliary 
boundaries 
caprice 
caramel 
combatant 
infamous 
Niagara 
nominative 
prevalent 
probably 
propaganda 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
• 1.1 , f v v 
a..kUm.pa..nl.ment 
1\ vi. v 
og. zil. ya.. ri 
I . v boun.da..riz 
• - I ka..pres 
I • v ka.r,a..mel 
V I . v kom. b u.. tan t 
\) J • lJ 
in.f~.mus 
\J I . • 
nr .a«3. ~· ra. 
u J II U 
nom. i n .U.. ti v 
u /• v prev. a... lent 
u I y prob. a.. bl~ 
u • v . 
prop.~.ga.n.d2-
Review Lesson 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
v I u u 
a.. kump. nl.ment 
1\ vlu,.._ v 
og.zil.i .e.r.i 
I u boun. driz. 
I v 
ka.pris 
·• I v ka.r .mel 
V vI U 
kom.bat.ant 
v _I v in.fa..mus 
- u I · ni.ag.r~ 
v u -' v nom. in.a. ti v 
u I u prev.lent 
vI v pro.bli 
\.) ,,., \) . 
prop.er.gan.d~ 
I 
I 
. . i (SG-5) The modified diaeresis a and the _i_t_a_l_i_c ~ --Perhaps 
--------+------------------- -· I 
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we had better have a separate drill on these marks. Although 
they both have a dot over them, they are very different in 
sound. It will help you if you keep a key word in mind for 
. 
each one; for example, the word, sof~ for the italic ~ and 
the word , ask, for the modified dieresis. Examining the 
-· -
underlined vowels below, write an italic a with a dot over~t 
beside each word that has this sound. There should be ten 
examples of italic a... Place just a dot over the examples of 
I 
modified diaeresis a. Pronounce this list distinctly several 
times. 
1. algebr!_ 11. achieve 
2. clasp 12. gl!:.SS 
3. gala 13. relati.ve 
4. adore 14. dance 
5. fast 15. piaZZ!_ 
6. sep!.rate 16. l!.ugh 
7. s~mple 17. par~llel 
8. class 18. familiar 
9. abundant 19. task 
10. bath 20. P!!.SS 
(SG-6) Spelling able words.--The italic a.. is used in the 
. 
able endings in many words; for example, dur.Q.ble. The end-
ings able, ible cause many misspelled words. We are safe in , ___ ., 
using able endings if we can find a corresponding noun ending 
in ation or ability; example:, durable, duration, durability. 
I 
I 
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An exercise will help you to remember this rule. Place the 
dot over the italic a in the adjective. Then write the cor-
responding nouns. Check those that have both endings. 
~.dor.~le ( ~ dora tion ) in. sep. att.CU>le 
ap .pli c .Q.ble ( ) in. vi. o. l .CU>le 
ap .pre. ci .able ( ) ir. ri. t .a.ble 
i.m.ag.i .n.able ( ) na. vig.Qble 
im.pen.a. tr.~ble ( ) tol.er.QJ:>le 
Did you notice that both these endings, action and 
ability. begin with the letter a? Is not this an easy way of 
remembering that the ending of a word is able and not ible? 
Is there a way to tell what words end with ible? Let us show 
you in the next exercise. 
I ( SG-7) Spelling ible Words. --Perhaps this hint will help I 
you spell correctly the adjectives that have ible endings. If 
you can make a corresponding noun ending in ~ sion, tion, 
i tion, but not ation , you are safe in using an ib le ending. 
An exercise will help you remember this rule. Write the 
corresponding nouns for these adjectives. 
admissible 
comprehensible 
congestible 
destructible 
digestible 
admission divisible 
exhaustible 
expressible 
permissible 
suspensible 
division 
Summarize these last two exercises by answering these 
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two questions. 
1. Adjectives that have corresponding nouns ending 
in action and ability are spelled with what ending? 
2. Adjectives that have corresponding nouns ending in 
sion, tion, ition are spelled with what ending? 
(SG-8) Spelling eable words.--Another point o~ confusion 
in spelling words ending in able is the use of an e be~ore 
the ending. 
Using either able or ous endings, write the adjectives 
for these words. 
change 
charge 
courage 
manage 
marriage 
changeable notice 
outrage 
peace 
retrace 
service 
Write a rule about adding able and ous endings to words 
ending in ~ and ~· 
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Mastery Test 
On Diaeresis, Modified Diaeresis, and Italic ~ 
I. Now we shall see if you can distinguish the last t hree 
diacritical marks we have studied. Mark the underlined 
II. 
vowel with one of these marks. When you wish to si gnify 
an italic~~ please write the letter above the printed 
ci. letter; as, sofa. 
1. af ter 11. class 
2. far mer 12. p!_r don 
3. abuse 13. P!_th 
4. gar den 14. rel a tive 
5. bath 15. dance 
6. a dult 16. yard 
7. chart 17. al ge bra 
8. half 18. gr.!SS 
9. arm 19. a bove 
10. a round 20. ec ze ma 
Fi ll in the spaces with the letter ~ or !_, or the letterl 
ea. Two spaces are left for each word but you will fill 
only one space in some words. 
1. peac __ ble 11. insepar __ ble 
2. destruct ble 12. servic ble 
3. irrit ble 13. imagin_ _ble 
4. express __ ble 14. exhaust ble 
5. l)lB.nag __ ble 
6. navig __ ble 
7. divis ble 
s. netic ble 
9. ador ble 
10. digest __ ble 
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15. permiss __ ble 
16. appreci __ ble 
17. admiss ble 
18. retrac ble 
19. toler ble 
20. chang __ ble 
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Unit Assignment IV-I 
(Tentative time allotment: one half-hour period) 
(SG-1) Pronouncing the medial ~-- the las~ diacritical 
""' ~!£~~.--The medial £1 as the name suggests, is the 
sound between the breve b and the circumflex ~. As you notice, 
16' these two marks are combined to make the medial o mark. You 
can disti nguish the difference in the breve ~ and the medial 
~ v ~ £ by saying the two words, cot, cost. The latter sound is 
deeper than the former. Although this difference is rather a 
f i ne point in pronunciation and not one of the glaring errors, 
the study of the most important diacritical marks would not be 
complete wi thout it. 
shows about sixty examples. 
( • 1/JJ I ) across a. kros 
• ~ I ) belong be long 
14.1 I V ) coffee kof i 
I/JI ) dog dog 
f rost ( \!ll frost 
( lit ) gong gong 
a 
b 
c 
d 
f 
g 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
. ___ , 
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lb 
lost lost 1 ) 
( 'ill prong prong p ) 
( llll strong . strong ) s ( ) 
throng { ltll throng ) t ( ) 
Optional Activities 
1. Be alert at school and at home to note mispronounced 
words. Continue to list words that are mispro-
nounced because the vowel is not given the sound of 
the correct diacritical mark. 
2. Make an extensive list of homonyms and classify ~ach 
according to the sound represented by the macron or 
breve or any of the diacritical marks. Define each 
homonym. Have a race with a classmate in finding 
homonyms. Perhaps the teacher will use the winner's 
list as a spelling bee in which she will give the 
definition to identify the form. 
3. Make up your mind to master all ie and ei words. 
Take the responsibility of making a complete list of 
"the exceptions". Your teacher will give you a few 
minutes to report your findings to the members of the 
class and to get any examples they might have found. 
When you have completed your list, make a printed 
list of these "exceptional demons" for the bulletin 
b.oard. 
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4. After the class has been tested on these ••exceptional / 
demons", arrange the words according to their degree . 
of difficulty. Determine the arrangement by the 
number of pupils who missed each word. Work out in 
some form of printing or by pictures for the bulletin 
board a novel way of remembering the most troublesome 
words. 
5. Make an extensive list of words that are commonly 
mispronounced because they are not given the macron 
~ sound, such as duke and duty. Make a printed list 
for the bulletin board. 
6. In the study of the modified macron, you learned 
about prefixes and suffixes. Show by printing the 
various forms the effect these syllables have when 
added to a root word; f or exrunple, comfort--comforted 
comforting, comfortable, contortably , uncomfortable, 
discomfort, col'ltortless, and comforter. Make several! 
sets of these words for the bulletin board. The root-
word, like, has a great many forms. 
7. Make a list of the most common prefixes and suffixes. 
In a grammar book, find the section on the derivation 
of words. Select at least ten of the moat common root 
words. Make a list of words by combining prefixes 
and suffixes with the root-word and write out the 
literal meaning. 
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8. Select ten sets of confusing homonyms. Use each in 
a sentence as is shown in the example. 
wrapped, rapped, rapt 
The book was with paper. 
The story held us in attention. 
The teacher the desk with a ruler. 
Make this activity in the form of an exhibit for the 
bulletin board. Perhaps there will be time to test 
your classmates on the homonyms. 
9. Draw a cartoon in which you show two men applying 
for a position. One pronounces correctly; the other, 
incorrectly. Personal appearance usually corresponds 
with an individual's speech. Show the impression 
the two men make by the expression on the manager's 
face. 
10. Write a play in which you show how incorrect speech 
hinders the success of an individual. 
11. Look up the story of Demosthenes and tell the class 
how he improved his speech. 
12. Write an imaginary story t~acing the derivation of a 
word. 
13. Secure a book of quotations, such as Useful Quotations r 
which is compiled by Tryon Edwards and published by 
Grosset and Dunlap of New York. Under such sections 
as Conversation or Speech, select the best quotations 
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and make a printed copy for the bulletin board. 
14. Write a dialogue in which you tactfully correct the 
speech of a friend. 
15. Several papers run a daily column showing the wrong 
and the right way of pronouncing a word. Make a col-
lection of these clippings. 
16. I Have you heard of the Voder machine which, when operat-
ed, will talk to you? Find an article in a scientifi 
magazine that explains the mechanism of this machine 
and be ready to tell your class about it. 
17. Find out the process of recording the voice and ex-
plain it to your class. I 
18. Make a study of several great men who have overcome I 
a speech impediment, Write a report of their efforts j 
19. Plan a debate on the subject- "Practice in oral ex-
pression is of greater use than practice in written 
II 
expression, for the average individual. 
20. Submit to your school pape-r an article on, "How the 
Word A Day Projects Helps me Improve my Speech." 
21. Write a composition on speech differences you noticed 
in a movie or a play you attended. 
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I 
II. Fill in the spaces with the letters, ei I or ie, to 
I 
complete the word • 
• 1. r ld 11. 1 sure 
2. sl __ gh 12. rec_ yt 
3. bes 
- _ge 13. n ce 
4. misch r 14. P_-ce 
5. w rd 15. w __ ght 
6. s ze 16. r rce 
7. dec t 17. forf t 
8. th l' 18. rel ve 
9. pat __ nt 19. s 
- _ge 
10. counterf t 20. s ve 
--
III. Write the other homonym and then the diacritical mark 
which the sound represents. Example: 1. pane 
pain macron 
1. alter 5. bare 
2. arc 6. berth 
3. ate 7. bred 
4. bad B. cellar 
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9. chord 13. key I I 
! 
I 
10 • .fair 14. manor 
11. grater 15. m.ode 
12. herd 16. ring 
Column 
Column 
Column 
Column 
Column 
Column 
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Unit IV-A 
Key to Study Guide one. (Suggested examples) 
1 - drake, fake, game, haste, jay, lame, make, name 
2 - dream, fear, genius, heap, jeer, keep, leap, ~eat 
3 - dine, find, grind, hive, klnd, llme, mind, nine I 
4 - dome, foam, groan, home, joke, loan, moan, note 
5 - doom, fool, goose, hoof, loom, moon, noon, pool 
6 · duty, fuse, hiimor, llire, mute, numerous, student, 
tune 
Key to Preliminary Test 
page, shade, blow, rate, scold, dive, cone, bone, joke, 
loose, glow, cold, shoot, . b ase, plate, snow, cage, sale, 
cube, meet, vote, spoke, pint, coop, smooth. 
Key to Study Guide eight - Self-Test 
Colu.mn 1 - skein, steak, great, · veil, rein, break, reindeer 
vein, reign, breaker, feign, yea, seine, beige 
Column 2 - either, streak, leisure, sea, ceiling, leaf, 
reach, conceit, wheat, stream, receive, easy, 
conceal, perceive, meat, steal, weak, deceive, 
plea, cheap, creak, conceive, eat, seize, feast, 
beat, seat, east, weir., least, weird, beast, 
increase, neither, pea~h, deceitful, flea, deceit 
Key to Study Guide eleven - Self-Test 
Column 1 - pier, piece, tier, yield, priest, niece, field, 
believe, grieve, pierce, ~ relief, shield, fief, . _ I 
reprieve, retrieve . -achieve, relieve, liege, 
, 
Column 2- fie, tie, pie, untie, lie, hie, die, belie, vie 
Key to Study Guide sixteen - Self-Test 
Column 1 ... true, construe_, drew, rue, threw, clue, crew, glue, 
flew, flue, blue, blew, chew, grew, screw, strew, 
clew, brew, shrewd, imbrue 
Column 2- knew, value, mildew, statue, sinew, rescue, curfew, 
I. 
.. 
II. 
III. 
continue, nephew, pursue, renew, due, mew, avenue, 
dew, cue, new, stew, sue, revenue, bedew, few, 
residue, steward, subdue, duty, ensue, ewe, indue, 
kewpie 
Key to Mastery Test 
save, lay, pipe, cable, evil, loan, huge, rain, 
life, write, late, noble, boot~, rifle, coat, roof, 
note, sole, scale, fire, might, tune, kite., lime, 
hoof, fAte, fight, goose, base, rime 
1. conceit 6. forfeit 11. believe 16.vein 
2. mischief 7. seize 12. sleigh 17.grief 
3. f'reight 8. receive 13. brief' lB. weight 
4. ancient 9. heir 14. height 19. siege 
5. weird 10. patient 15. field 20 .niece 
eight, bale, bass, bee, beech, beat, bier, bored, 
polder, break, bridle, seed, sealing, creek, daze, 
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Unit IV-B 
Key to Study Guide one (Suggested Examples) 
~ .I.. .L. , .L I . I .L Column 1 - del e gate, fa tal i ty, gra da tion, mag is trate 
1 2 d .Le I f.L I • .L I h .J. I d Co lli~ - cay, e ro c1ous 1 ge og ra p y, me an er 
.L I I~ ~~ .L I Column 3 • do mes tic, friv o lous, ge ol ogy, mo las ses 
~ I I..L I.J.. .L I Column 4 - deb u tante, form u late, grad u ate, mu nic i pal 
Key to Preliminary Test 
.&. .&. .&. .L .&. ..L delay, prefer, review, sedan, detour, regular, 
~ ~ .L • .L. proceed, popular, deta1l 1 prevent 
Kay to Mastery Teat 
I. 1. .L be low 11. smooth 21. not ed 
.L ..L .L 2. hid ing 12. re tire 22. be lieve 
3. .&. 13. - ter 23. ..L. re port roes pre pare 
..L. 14. shown 24. .L 4. gra vy re lieve 
5. bt have 15., .L cite 25. scale re 
6. r e l a tion 16. sav ing 26. .L re fuse 
7. .L fer 17. ..L · 27. stage re de light 
8. - 18. claim 28. ..L pro gram re source 
9. in deed 19. guide 29. d; clare 
-
.L .L. 10. fin est 20. re gret 30. pre fer 
II. 1. /..&.. dev: o tee 6. I .l. his to ry 
2. I ... 7. I...J... ec ze ma mem o ry 
, .L 8. I ..L. 3. fac to ry New Or le ans 
4. , .L 9. veg1 ; ta tion gon do la 
5. HeY i na 10. vi1 '5 let 
Unit IV-C 
Key to Study Guide One (Suggested examples) 
Column 1 - damp, fan, g~nder, hand, jam, lamp, map, n~p 
Column 2 - debt, felt, g~nder, h~lp, j~t, kept, let, met 
Column 3 - differ, f~x, grve, htp, jlg, kick, lip, mt.ll 
..., v v OJ .oJ y \!! '"ri Column 4 - dollar, fond, gone, hop, JOb, luck, muck, not 
Column 5 - fO"Ot, good, h~ok, look, moor, nook, poor, took 
..... v ... .., .., ..., ..., ..., Column 6 - dusk, fun, gun, hum., jumble, lump, mumps, numb 
I. 
Key to Preliminary Test on the Breve Sounds 
OJ .., .., "!!! .., 'OJ .., ..., badge, back, gem, black, tramp, wind, drum, thistle, 
b """k ·"" oo , Jump 
Key to Mastery Test 
v .1. - ..., ..L 
el bow, de fense, ex ceed, cin der, hu man,de feat 
. - -pu pil, con ceal, pre vent, fa mous , brea~ e~, du ty, 
v ..., .., - - -bread, thunder, cen ter, re ceive, stu dent, niece, 
.. - .., . ~ .., ..J. pre cede, no ble, cus tom, de cay, cob bler, re fleet, 
.., 
ban ner 
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II. 
v ,.J .., .., .., 
carbur~tor, forbade, gabardine, handkerchief, incognito, 
- v ..., .., .., ltalian, mischievous, progr~m, textile, val~t 
III. vilJ.ain , ruffian, magician, Italian, certain, historian, 
fountain, bargain. 
IV. 1. w hop, hopped, hope, hoped 
pl'n, pinned. -2. pine, pined 
3. pl~n, pl~nned .... plane, planed 
4. r~, r~bed, :bObe, robed 
5. scr~p, scrapped - scrape, scraped 
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Unit IV-D 
Key to Study Guire One (.Sugge sfud m.amples) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Column 1 - dare, fare, hare, mare, pare, rare, stare, tare 
. ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ Column 2 - dormant, forceps, horse, lordly, mortar, porpoise, r 
s8rdid, torture 
c ~ ~ A ~ ~ A A 
olumn 3 - durst, furl, hurt, lurk, murder, purpose, surname, 
A turn 
Key to Study Guide two - Review lesson 
1\ I' 1\ A /' I" pare, surface, porter, parent. stare, torn, 
A A A A fair, hurl, perform, lurk 
Key to Mastery Test 
I. coal, sp&re, r~ply, kneel, leave, penny, st~irs, 
.., "' - .L. 1\ . .., -sample, burst, school, retail, worm, tempt, radio, 
I 
- ,.. .L - >J A ~ 
street, scarce, pretend, cable, pledge, worthy, select 
" - A .L. .L v - I ware, guide, dare,recess, prepare, junk, fri ght, 1 
" " - " . " I p~re, hoped, further, storm, climb, formal, forlorn, 
climate, squ~re, fl~tter, s~rface, shelter, · r;lieve, 
sc8rn, r~la.tion, ~ngle, h~re, scene, d~ay, lC>ose, 
,. ..., . 
hornet, center 
II. awl, heir, bawl, bear, barren, cause, c.ord, urn, 
fare, fur, flare, hare, paws, pearl, surge, · stare. 
tear, there, verses, wear. 

II. 
I. 
II. 
III. 1. 
4. 
7. 
10. 
13. 
16. 
I 
peaceable, destructible, irritable, expressible, 
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I 
manageable, navigable, divisible, noticeable, adorable,! , 
digestible, inseparable, serviceable, imaginable, 
exhaustible, permissible, appreciable, admissible, 
retraceable, tolerable, changeable. 
unit Iv ... r 
Key to Final Mastery Test 
\.1 1\ U - ,U A -
stretch, horse, lamp, booth, Jumble, careful, write, 
,...., v •• - v . -
speaker, pillow, sardine, shoot, custom, glaas, acre, 
- - " ....... v v '-" cable, demon, r~nk, romance, dollar, poplar, book, 
• ....L. u - . . VJ/ 
adorQble, create, active, spoke, part, prong, dUke, 
...., ....... -'- • 1\ - " family, pottery, angular, fast, murder, ride, stare, 
fr~st, de tail, father, gradual, ~sk, actor (er) 
aren~ location, paragraph, clock, task, cold~, 
~hieve, se~rate, farther 
field, sleigh, besiege, mischief, weird, seize, I 
I 
deceit, their, patient, counterfeit, leisure, receipt J 
niece, piece, weight, fierce, forfeit, relieve, siege j 
sieve 
altar, tilde 2. 
bade, breve 5. 
bread, breve 8. 
fare,circumflex 11. 
quay, macron 14. 
wring, breve 
ark, diaeresis 
bear , circumflex 
.seller, tilde 
greater, macron 
manner, tilde 
3. 
6. 
9 • 
12. 
15. 
I 
eight, macron 
birth,circumfleJ 
I 
cord,circumflex l 
I heard,circumflex 
I 
mowed, macron 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
CHAPTER VI 
THE STUDY OF CONSONANTS 
The Unit 
Many words are misspelled and mispronounced because of 
lack of knowledge of consonants. Most of the consonants are 
represented by the same letters in the resp~lling as in the 
correct spelling. A few consonants are represented by the 
same letters in both spellings but have a 'distinguishing mark 
with the letters. Some are represented by a different letter 
in the respelling than in the correct spelling. Learning the 
distinguishing features of consonants is not a difficult or 
tedious task. 
Delimitation of Unit V 
1. The consonants b, ~' !' h, ~' 1, m, n,_p,_:, ~, t, !_, 
and ! are represented in the respelling with the 
same letter as in the correct spelling. 
2. The letters, ~' and~' have a hard and a soft 
sound and are represented by two different letters 
in the respelling and in the correct spelling. 
3. The sound of the letters ~ and ~ is an a i d in 
spelling words ending in able and ible. 
4. When the double letters, ££or ~' are used :tn a 
word, the y are usually_p ed in separate syllables. 
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5. The letter combination, th, has two sounds; namely, 
the voice and the voiceless. The voiced~ has a 
line drawn through these two letters in the re-
spelling as in ~n; the voiceless th has no line 
in the respelling but is given the f'ull sound as 
in thin. 
6. When the two letters, t and ~' come together in 
some words, they are joined by a curved line called 
a ligature which gives the two letters the sound of' 
a more or less clear ch. The same is true f'or the 
. letters du in similar words. Examples: na ~e, 
ver dure. 
-
'7. Many words are misspelled, because consonants are 
either omitted or carelessly or wrongly pronounced. 
8. Care must be taken in distinguishlng the _! sound 
f'rom the wh sound as in the words, ~and where. 
9. In the pronunciation of' the letters, g.and ~' 
both sounds are so closely blended that neither 
can be distinguished. A phonetic symbol (lJ) is 
used to represent the blended sound. 
Incidental Learning Products 
1. To realize that the study of' cons onants will make 
a person observant of' the speech of' other people 
and will in turn cause him to improve his own 
speech. 
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2. To realize that the oral interpretation of prose 
and poetry is improved by giving the consonants 
their full rich sound. 
The Unit Assignment 
(Tentative time allotment: two one-hour periods) 
(SG-1) Recognizing the sounds of soft .£ and hard c;--
The majority of the consonants are represented by the same 
letter in the respelling as in the correct spelling. A 
few cons onants are represented by a different letter in the 
respelling and in the correct spelling. The difference in 
the sound of the letter c is shown by another letter in the 
respelling of the word. The soft c is spelled as an ~; 
for example, cent, (sent). The hard c is spelled with a 
k; for example, ~ (kan). 
Let us see if you have any trouble in distinguishing 
the difference in these sounds. Pronounce each word and 
then write after it the letter k for a hard c and the 
letter s for a soft c. 
activity December grocer recognize 
affection delicate insect scarce 
ancestor enclose license scene 
balance escape local source 
captain fiction placing victory 
(SG-2) Recognizing the sound of the soft .s, and the 
~~--In the respelling , the soft sound of the ~ is 
spelled with a 1; for example, giant (ji ant). The hard 
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sound of the ~ remains a ~ in the respelling. 
Let us see if you have any trouble in distinguishing 
the difference in these sounds. Sound each word and then 
place a~ in parenthesis beside a word with the hard sound 
of~' and a 1 in parenthesis beside a word with the soft 
sound of ~· 
agency 
agree 
alligator 
catal ogue 
discharge 
disguise 
forgot 
. guard 
irrigate 
judgment 
magazine register 
margin regular 
marriage strong 
obligated surgery 
·pigeon vegetable 
(SG-3) The ~of hard and soft~ with the suffixes, 
able a~ ible.--When the suffixes, able and ~, follow 
the letters, £, and ~, you do not need to puzzle over the 
spelling if you will keep a certaln rule in mind. Beside 
each of t hese words write t he words, hard .or ~' accor-
ding to t he £ or ~ sound. 
amicable forcible invincible 
applicable illegible legible 
deductible impracticable navigable 
despicable incorrigible negligible 
dirigible indefatigable practicable 
eligible intelligible tangible 
1. The able is used with which sound of a c and ~? 
2. The ible is used with which sound of £ and ~? 
In your own words, write this simple rule that 
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will,Uhdoubtedly,be a great help to you. 
(SG-4) The syllabication of cc and ~--~Vhen the double 
letters, _££ or ~' are used in a word, they are usually 
placed in separate syllables. The sound of the first conso-
nant is always hard, because it comes at the end of a 
syllable. The sound of the second consonant depends on 
the vowel that follows it. Divide these words into syllables 
and then underline the second £ or ~ and write after it the 
word,. hard or soft. 
accent aggrade 
accept aggravate 
accident aggravation 
accommodate aggregate 
accompany aggress 
account aggressor 
accumulate aggressive 
accurate aggrieve 
accuse suggest 
accustom suggestion 
1. The second c has a hard sound after what vowels? 
2. The second c has a soft sound after what vowels? 
(SG-5) Consonants not shown £1 respelling ~ the 
voiced and voiceless th sounds.--The letter combination, th, 
---- -
has two sounds; namely, the voiced and the voiceless. The 
voiced th has a line drawn through these two letters in the 
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respelling as in ~en and ei~er. The voiceless~~ has no 
--;: 
line in the respelling but is given the full sound as in 
th-J.n and ether • 
The voiceless th is used mostly in nouns; the verbs 
from these nouns, made by adding an ~' use the voiced th. 
As you write the verbs of the nouns listed below, draw the 
line through each th that is voiced. Check the pronunciation 
of the verb made from swath,as it is commonly mispronounced. 
nouns verbs nouns verbs 
bath sheath 
)breath sooth 
cloth swath 
lath teeth 
mouth wreath 
(Note--The combination th is sometimes pronounced as 
the letter t as in the names, Thomas and Esther.) 
(SG-6) The ~ of the ligature with~ and tu.--The 
letter combinations, tu and ~' that are used with the 
ligature, as in na~e and ver~yre, have been given in a 
previous lesson under the modified macron. Review this 
lesson. Write ten examples other than those in the former 
exercise and mark them in the same manner. 
1. When the letters tu and du are used with a 
ligature, should they be given a broad sound 
of ch? 
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(SG-7) The difference in~ and~ sounds.--Are you 
careful in making a difference in pronouncing words that 
begin with~ and !h such as ~ and where? How frequently 
we hear one pupil call to another, nwear are you going?" I· 
or nwat is the lesson?" Is this the way your speech sounds 
to others? Check up on these letters. Don't you realize 
that in pronouncing correctly a !h sound,you should pro-
nounce the h firstt The word, where, is spelled hw ~ 
when it is sounded. If you place your hand in front of 
your lips, you can feel an expulsion of breath if you 
sound ~ properly. Try this method as you pronounce the 
second word of each pair of the words below: 
1. way whey 8. wight white 
2. weel wheel 9. wile while 
3. wear where 10. wine whine 
4. weather whether 11. witch which 
5. were whir 12. wither whither 
6. wet whet 13. woe whoa 
"?. wig whig 14. world whirled 
This line from the poem, Sea Fever, by John Masefield 
gives excellent practice with these letters. 
"To the gull's way and the whale's way, where the 
wind's like a whetted knife." 
(SG-8) ~sound of ~.--In the pronunciation of the 
letters, ~' both sounds are so closely blended that neither 
can be distinguished separately. A phonetic s~nbol (~) 
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is used to represent this blended sound. The symbol, as you 
see, is made by a combination of these two letters. It 
should be given a full nasal resonance which enriches the 
tone of the sound. 
In the following words, the ~ is always at the end of 
the syllable. Write the respelling for each of these words 
as you find it in t he dictionary. Pronounce them several 
times, giving the symbol a full rich tone. 
vling clinging 
clang clanging 
bring bringing 
long longing 
ring ringing 
sing singing 
In the word:> :bank J the symbol is used to represent 
what one letter? Write the respelling for each of these 
words as you find it in the dictionary. 
1. brink 6. monk 
2. bunk '7. rank 
3. crank 8. sink 
4. dank 9. sank 
5. ink 10. tank 
Have you ever been told that your pronunciation is 
care l ess because you drop the ~ in words ending in ing? 
Is this an accurate description of the mistak e? What sound 
do you drop? What sound do you substitute? Make-alist of' 
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ten examples and write the respelling as you find it in 
the dictionary. If you make this error, perhaps this 
exercise will make you conscious of it. 
The same mistake is often made in the words, length 
and strength. The n is substituted for the ~ sound. 
Pronounce these two words correctly several times. 
Optional Activities 
1. Study the key to pronunciation in the introductory 
section of the dictionary. List and write an 
example of each consonant that is represented by 
the same letter in the respelling as in the 
correct spelling. 
2. List and write an example of each consonant that 
is represented by a different letter in the re-
spelling than in the correct spelling. 
3. Find a poem that has many examples of the ~ 
combination. As you read it to your classmates, 
they will note your tone of these consonants. 
4. Make up practice exercises for the ~ and !h 
sounds by using as many examples in a sentence 
as prn sible. These examples may be separate 
sentences or used in a paragraph. Practice 
your examples. 
5. You will find an interesting ch~t of voiced and 
voiceless consonant sounds in the introduction of 
the dictionary. In a composition, .write the 
points of interest you observe. 
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6. In a previous lesson, you have had pointed out 
to you the common mistake in pronouncing the 
first syllable of diphtheria (dif, not dip). 
The .E!!, is represented with m£ in the respelling. 
!Make a list of words that have this sound. Place 
an asterisk beside the ones that are commonly 
mispronounced. 
(SG-9) Do you pronounce consonants clearly?--1\IIany 
words are misspelled because consonants are either omitted 
or carelessly pronounced. As you pronounce these words, 
place a check mark beside those that you should practice • 
Adirondacks 
archipelago 
antarctic 
arctic 
assumpM.on 
candi date 
cartridge 
consumption 
February 
government 
g;r anddaugh ter 
gumpt ion 
hundred 
:ts 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
.., '-' wl w ad.\,!}'~. daks 
.. ..., .., . ~ 
ar .ki. pel.~ .go 
.., •• I ., 
ant. ark. tik 
.. I v 
ark. tik 
• v I oJ 
a. sump. shun 
..., I y -kan.d~.dat 
•• oJ kar. trij 
..., ...,, .., 
kon. sump. shun 
twl - ,.., _..., 
.feb .roo .ef; .i 
..., ;'OJ ..., 
guv.ern.ment 
v I 1\ -grand.do.ter 
.., I ..., 
gump.shun 
v I .., hun.dred 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
not 
-.~ r ._./'OJ ad •• ron.aks 
ar. chi .pel. a .go 
v •• I ..-
ant.ar.tik 
ro..tik 
• .., I v 
a.surn.shun 
kan.a.dat 
. "' kat. trij 
v vI v kon. s urn . shun 
"' - ,... "' feb.lil.ar.i 
v ,_ ""' gov.er.ment 
.., I I' ~ gran.do. ~.~er 
o,JI '-' gum.shun 
.., I~ hun.aerd · 
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Mastery Test 
I. The teacher will pronounce as a spelli ng lesson, 
ten of the words ending in~ and~ (SG-3). < 
II. The teacher will pronounce the words t ha t contain 
the th sounds in (SG-5). As each example is pronounced the 
pupil will write the word, voiced or voiceless. 
III. As the teacher pronounces ten of the words with 
the ~ sound in (SG-7), t he pupil will write the corresponding 
word with the wh sound. 
IV. The teacher will select ten words that have the 
letters, !!S• As she pronounces these words, the pupils 
will write the respelling and the diacritical marks. 
v. Underline the consonant that is the trouble spot 
in the pronunciation of these words. 
1. archipelago 6. maraschino 
2. arctic 7. pumpkin 
3. gandidate a. recognize 
4. government 9. strength 
5. library 10. twelfth 
I' 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
Results or Unit Organization of Dictionary Study 
.The value of subject matter which is taught to a pupil 
is de t ermined by the contribution it makes toward the growth 
of the individual. Teaching is the process by which one gains! 
knowledge that will help him to acquire appreciation, concepts, 
attitudes, and skills. The schools cannot hope to include in 
their curricula the innumerable fields of learning. They can, 
however, equip the pupil with the working knowledge of the 
necessary tools ror the mastery of the written and spoken 
word which will enable him to investigate erficiently these 
rields. The dictionary, the basal text of all subjects, pro-
vides the tools for mastering the language. 
On the completion of this unit, a ninth-grade pupil 
should be aware of the fact t hat correct speech is his person-
al responsibility. He should not expect to retain the pro-
nunciation of all words he hears. Neither should he rely, in-
discriminately, on the pronunciation of other people. He 
should be convinced that the dictionary is the authority. If \ 
he knows how to interpret the diacritical marks, how to divide l 
the words into syllables, and where to place the accent marks, i 
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he is self-reliant in determining the correctness of his 
English. A pupil who has mastered this unit of dictionary 
work should be able to spell and pronounce words with a 
reasonable degree of accuracy. 
The following graph shows the results of the mastery tes 
taken at the conclusion of . this unit by the ninth grade 
pupils described in the introduction. 
The Diagnostic Test, the results of which are shown in 
Table I, was given as a Mastery Test to the same pupils at 
the completion of this unit. A consideration of Table II on 
the following page indicates the value of unit organization 
of dictionary study. A comparison of the two sets of total 
errors recorded for each section of the test indicates that 
considerable progre'ss was made by every pupil. The reducing 
of errors from 178 to 31 in word classification, 157 to 6 
in correct accent, from 256 to 22 in use of diacritical 
marks, and from 104 to 40 in correct spelling of ie and ei 
words is a creditable recommendation of dictionary study and 
a definite justification of this thesis. An ·increase of . 34 
per cent in the number of correct items gives unquestionable 
evidence of the practicability of this work. 

------~-------------------------------------------------1~  
Experienc~ and Reactions of Pupils 
I 
1. A pupi 1 . who had completed this nni t with an A grade, I 
attended, after her graduation, a. secretarial school. She I 
reported to her former teacher that no part of her high schooi 
English was so helpful ~o her as the knowledge of accents, 
syllabication, and diacritical marks which she had gained 
through this unit. She was the only one in her secretarial 
class who had received any instruction in the use of the die-
tionary, and, therefore, did not have the difficulty that I 
other members of her class were experiencing. 
I 
I (This unit has 1 
been in an experimental stage for several years.) 
2. The pupils have become definitely nword consciousn. 
At the beginning of almost every class period, one or more 
pupils have questioned the pronunciation of terms they 
heard on the radio or in other classroom discussions. 
have [ 
AlthouJh 
the teacher found this spontaneous reaction gratifying, at 
I 
I 
I 
times the discussion became so absorbing that it was necessa~ 
to conclude it rather abruptly in order to proceed with the 
assigned lesson, Many of the Word A Daz examples were furnis, -
ed by the pupils themselves. I 
3. Discussions frequently arose about the pronunciation I 
of words used by our guest speakers at our weekly assemblies. 1 
I 
I 
I 
Before the pupils were introduced to this unit of dictionary 
study, such attention to pronunciation was not evident. 
4. Some pupils brought to class the daily column on 
-------------------------------------------=1=6~0 -r---------
correct speech fea t ured by Boston newspapers and thus com-
piled a notebook for ready reference. 
5. At the :fall Parent-Teachers' Association meeting, 
the parents visited the classrooms. Many parents who had bee 
faithfully following their childrens's Word A Day project 
sought information on the use of the dic t ionary and were 
greatly pleased that their children were receiving this in-
struction. 
6. In our school, the more brilliant pupils are urged 
to carry on enrichment projects in a subject of their own 
choice. Several have made detailed studies in the derivation 
of' words. This interest was an outgwowth of' their class work 
in dictionary study. 
7. Through their dictionary study, pupils have been 
made aware of their slovenly speech and colloquialisms ·. For 
instance, they realize now that they used to classii'y as 
homonyms words such as ~' alms > and father, farther. Many l 
have realized for the first time their careless use of the 
letter r in words such as ~(r) :for idea and mo(r)dern 
for modern. 
ing. 
s . The pupils have shown a general improvement in spell j 
I They have learned that they can overcome many of' their 1 
spelli ng errors if they keep in mind the spelling rules 
taught in their dictionary study. 
I 
I 
I 9 . Since the pupils realize that each sound represented 1 
by a diacritical mark may be spelled by as many as eight dii'- ' 
I 
I 
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ferent combinations of letters, they are more resourceful in 
finding in the dictionary a word that they can pronounce but 
cannot spell. 
APPENDIX 
Diagnostic Mastery Dictionary Teat 
I. From the last three words, underline a synonym ror 
the first word. 
1. aggravate: 
2. apt: 
3. awful: 
4. effect:· 
5. fine: 
6. mad: 
7. nice: 
8. quite: 
annoy, increase, provoke 
likely, liable, inclined 
severe, unpleasant, dreadrul 
inrluence, result, encourage 
great, surpassing, wonderful 
angry, vexed, insane 
exacting, pleasant, enjoyable 
pretty, rather, entirely 
9. reputation: estimation, character, notoriety 
10. terrible: extreme, horrible, tremendous. 
II. Underline the homonym ror which the definition is 
given. 
1. capital, capitol: a state house 
2. complement, compliment; praise 
3. desert, dessert: a solitary place 
4. holy, wholly: entirely 
5. mantel, mantle: a shelr above a rireplace 
6. principal, principle: a rule 
7. stationery, stationary: writing paper 
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8. strait, straight: a narrow place 
9. their, there: a place 
10. to, too: also 
III. Write the classification of each pair of words; namely, 
homonym, heteronym, homograph. 
1. see, sea 
2. wind, wind 
3. page, page 
4. row, row 
-------
5. base, bass 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
train, train 
lead, lead ___________j 
flew, flue _.. .. --l 
tear, tear 
here, hear 
IV. Divide these words into their correct syllables and 
place a period at the end of each syllable. 
Example: sta • tion 
1. accormnodate 6. generally 
-------+ 
2. companion 7. manager 
3. develop 8. mathematics 
4. difference 9. pr 1 vi lege 
5. formerly ------------ 10. through 
---------+ 
v. On each of these words,place the accent on the correct 
syllable. 
1. de tail 
2. a 11 as 
3. gon do la 
4. ad dress 
5. com ba tant 
6. mem or a ble 
7. de tour 
8. d1r 1 g1 ble 
9. Gen o a 
10. in cogni to 
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VI. Accent is a guide in forming the past tense of verbs. 
Can you use it in spelling the past tense of these 
verbs? 
1. admit 6. rebel 
-------
2. occur '7. recur 
3. alter 8. offer 
4. omit 9. remit 
-----
5. level 10. utter 
VII. When a word is used as different parts of speech, the 
accent is changed. Rewrite these words in two 
columns, nouns and verbs, and place the accent on the 
correct syllable. 
Noun Verb 
Example: compact com' pact com ·pact• 
Noun Verb Noun Verb 
1. content 6. object 
2. contest '7. project I 
8. refuse 
=i 9. record 3. desert ----4. entrance 
10. subject I 
----
5. extract 
--- -
VIII. Place the correct diacritical mark over each underlined 
vowel. 
1. alias 6. handkerchief 11. p_£sse 
2. domicile 7. incognito 12. quintuplet 
3. era 8. Italian 13. rabies 
4. forbade 9. lasso 14. Rio Grande 
5. gr!!_tis 10. penalize 15. valet 
I X. Write the correct spelling of these words by filling 
in the spaces with the letters ei or ~· 
Example : chief 
1. cone t 6. rec ve 11. v n 
2. Misch f ?. h r 12. gr_f 
3. w rd 8. bel ve 13. w_ght 
4. forf t 9. sl_gh 14. s_ge 
5. s ze 10. h_ght 15. n ce 
16 
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Key to Diagnostic Mastery Test 
I. 
1. increase 6. insane 
2. inclined 7. exacting 
3. dreadful 8. entirely 
4. result 9. estimation 
5. surpassing 10. horrible 
II. 
1. capitol 6. principle 
2. compliment 7. stationery 
3. desert 8. strait 
4. wholly 9. there 
5. mantel 10. too 
III. 
1. homonym 6. homograph 
2. heteronym rr. hetronym 
3. homograph 8. homonym 
4. heteronym 9. heteronym 
5. homonym 10. homonym 
IV. 
1. ac.com.mo.date 6. gen.er.al.ly 
2. com.pan.ion 7. man.ag.er 
3. de.vel.op.ment 8. math.e.mat.ics 
4. dif.fer.ence 9. priv .i .lege 
5. for.mer.ly 10. through 
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v. 
1. de tail' 6. mem' or a b1e 
2. a' li as '7. de tour' 
3. gon' do la 8. dir' i gi b1e 
4. ad dress' 9. Gen' o a 
5. com' ba tant 10. in cog' ni to 
VI. 
1. admitted 6. rebelled 
2. occurred '7. recurred 
3. altered 8. offered 
4. omitted 9. remitted 
5. leveled 10. uttered 
VII. Noun Verb Noun Verb 
1. con ' tent con tent' . 6. ob' ject ob ject 1 
2. con' test con test' '7. pro' ject pro ject' 
3. des' ert de sert' 8. ref 1 use re fuse• 
4. en' trance en trance' 9. rec' ord re cord 1 
5. ex 1 tract ex tract' 10. sub' ject sub ject' 
VII I . 
...., 
\J 
1. 'i"lias 6. handkerchief 11. pos s e 
v \,) ~ 
2. d om·i·cile '7. incognito 12. quintuplet 
v 
3. era 8. Italian 13. rabies 
v .. 
4. forbade 9. lasso 14. Rio Grande 
...., 
5. gratis 10. penalize 15. valet 
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I X. 
1. conceit 6. receive 11. vein 
2. mischief 
"· 
heir 12. grief 
3. weird 8. believe 13. weight 
4. forfeit 9. sleigh 14. siege 
5. seize 10. height 15. niece 
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